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About Invisible Studio

Amanda Montanari, Mario Minale

“They aren’t artists in any traditional sense (...) Nor are they political activists in any

traditional sense (...) in either case, such role designations are too restrictive in that the

role boundaries exclude access to social and knowledge systems that are the materials for

their work. Here may be a final link to invisibility: these participants value access over

expertise, and who really cares about the work of an amateur?”

- from the introduction of “Digital Resistance Exploration in Tactical Media”

Critical Art Ensemble

The Invisible Studio is our teaching project for the Design Academy in

Eindhoven.

A few years ago, we combined our two profiles and initiated research

that we call “invisible.” The reason for this is because it has as its object

the invisible links and processes in matter, on the one hand, and on the

other in the creative act.

Ourextensiveresearchhasled to theemergenceofbothsmalland large

projects.

It unites heterogeneous artistic and project-based educational practices.

Above
all,

weareinterested indeepeningtherelationshipthat is created

with the IDEA during the creative process and in remaining free from

conditioning during creation/design.

Tobetrulyinnovativerequiresaprogressiveknowledgeofone’sself.This

is based on the mind’s surrender to the poetic flow of the present mo-

ment. A constant courageous sacrifice of thoughts in order to become

autonomous and capable of completely devoting oneself to the mission

of a true creative act, in a sacred joyful relationship with that force (the



idea) with which, when it inhabits us, we have the honour of working

with.

Atthe Design Academy,weteach studentshowto inhabit that creative

space without fear.

In our opinion, this work of re-sacralizing the act of designing is funda-

mental for addressing, unhypocritically, the ecological problem, which

stems from the separation of the human being from nature. Economic

and political choiceshave led us to the devastation of the ecosystem that

we are experiencing.

By getting closer to our true selves and slowly letting go of fears, prej-

udices, pre-conditioning, and the artificial expectations of the social

system, we develop self-compassion and become capable of recognizing

ourselves as part of an interconnected whole (“Conditional co-produc-

tion”, Samyutta Nikaya 12.1). Thus we shall finally, in full consciousness

and through an act full of joy, design in harmony with nature, with its

majestic biodiversity. We come closer and closer to conceiving, to de-

signing, inharmonywiththe soul oftheworld(AnimaMundi,Hillman

2012).

Forus,thepurposeofthiseducationisacollectiveparadigmshiftthrough

a new design culture.

Untethered from growth and profit, manufactured fear of scarcity, we

have to rethink the way we understand life. We propose participatory

planning on a local scale (that responds in a bottom-up manner to the

real needs of the rights of local communities), generative of knowledge

and know-how, minimally extractive, with amodest use of content-ap-

propriate technologies.

The two main instruments of our way of sustainable design and social

innovationaremeditationandtheminimumviablemethod(seebelow).



Wetry to engage students in critical observation of the socio-economic

context, in non-extractive re-engineering exercises, community build-

ing practices, permaculture principles, and deep ecology visions.

Withmeditation,weinvite a“suspension ofdoubt” inwhichnotcontrol

(typical of the mental process, dictated by fear) determines creative ac-

tions, but a loving, trusting relationship with the primordial nature of

reality.

Therefore,theCriticalArtEnsamble’slabel“amateur”fitsuslikeaglove.

“Amateur,” from amare - doing things out of Love.

It is also a term that allows us to discuss how cultivating the Beginner’s

Mind is important in our project perspective.

MINIMUMVIABLEDESIGNMETHOD

The Minimum Viable method is applied in order to acquaint students

with a sustainable design practice of acting small and steady. We don’t

believe that “You must not reinvent the wheel,” because we try not to

take anything for granted. Dependenceonand persevering with devel-

opments that originated under a mindset that brought us to the cur-

rent situation will only further propagate the problems. Therefore, the

existing developments must be carefully scrutinized to see if anything

is worthy of salvage.

Anythingwethinkweknowmightgetinthewayofwhatwecantrans-

form.Weneed to learn the following:

- How to design something assuming nothing

- How to rediscover everything through personal experience

- What is needed (vs. desired) in the present moment?

Start withwhatyouhave hereandnow.Then, withthe naiveté (begin



ner’s mind) of those who might find themselves reinventing the wheel,

we go into the depths of detail.

In order to support our scrutiny of the existent and the imagining of

the alternatives, we introduce Socioeconomic Studies and Engineering

principles. In socio-economic history, we learn that since beginning of

thenewmillenniumourmarket—themarketofthedesigner—isdistort-

ed by monopolies that favour the exploitation of human and natural

resources to the benefit of the few, while depletingcommon “capital” by

exhausting buffers beyond resilience and collapsing the systems—eco-

logical and others—we rely on.

Withthe re-engineering assignment,weask students whatthe non-ex-

tractive alternatives might look like when compared to the objects we

findonthemarkettoday.Theylearnapplyingengineeringmethodsfor

the purpose of grounding their imagination and assessing possibilities in

order to realise projects.

The minimum viable design method is a tool for developing projects ac-

cording to our definition of sustainability—i.e., to develop the simplest

solution realized in the simplest way through constantly questioning

one’s assumptions: What is the smallest step to be taken? Is this really

the least complex way to pursue it?

A draft is set up describing what one has, where one is, and what the

immedite next step is. Then the weakest element is identified and im-

proved, and so on. Preference is always given to local resources, self-reli-

ance and building knowledge in located, empirical, and embodied ways,

and supported through sourcing knowledge globally.

If the minimum viable can shortcut the conventions and certainties,

the next question deals with the purpose of the project. It can be seen as

an iteration of asking “Why?” until it need no longer be asked.



Mihai Nadin would call this “the ultimate cause,” the essence of antici-

pation.

Inasystem that favours standardizationand mystification,and iterates

the same contentad infinitum,we notice an increasing difficulty in im-

agining alternatives.

In this book, you will find the results of introducing our students to the

idea of anticipation. This translates as thinking of as manyfuture possi-

bilities that can become actionable in their design work.

MEDITATION

In the introduction to this article, we spoke of the beginner’s mind as a

useful tool in our work.

The beginner’s mind does not know, has no certainty, has no theories,

cannot believe in itself, and is constantly trying to re-evaluate from

scratch the object before it. Ratherthan being rigid in its convictions, in

its beliefs, it rejects the wheel and reinvents it.

This notion is important to us, and we cultivate it through meditation

exercises. To begin with, we use an eight-week Mindfulness protocol

(MBSR as transmitted by John Kabat-Zinn). The transmission of the

practicesunderlyingVipassanathroughthisformulais extraordinarily

effective and enables disciplined students to acquire the essential tech-

niques to build their own lying-down, sitting, and walking meditation

practice.

This is complemented by more accurate body consciousness. It is a Tai

ChiKungwork that toucheson themain exercises of grounding, of per-

ception of the centre and periphery, of direction and intention with

which we enrich our gaze, gesture, movement.



This is necessary because, if we need to remain flexible, we also need to

walk firmly on the terrain of uncertainty. In the “Internal Art” taught

to Amanda by her Master Franco Mescola, it is called “empty step.” By

listening only to the body, we live always and only in the present mo-

ment; each moment is unique; and at each step we take there is no fear

or hesitation, but a calm and vigilant attention that leads us to observe

the body/mind system within the external environment, with confi-

dence for the pleasant and the unpleasant details that the body com-

municates to us.

Meditation is a tool that is always in the back of our mind, to support us

during the design process riddled with uncertainty.

Dealing with uncertainty, not giving in to the temptation to take anun-

verified assumption as true, is a quality that cannot be learned over-

night.

SEMESTERTHEMES

Each semester deals with a topic with which our students interact by

finding theirowndesign position in relation tothesubject matter.These

boundaries, together with the minimum viable method, allow them

to explore with disciplined freedom the ideas discussed during the lec-

tures andexchangeson the topics of socio-economics and critical design

thinking.

SS 20 Lo-Fi as Praxis

The reflection with which we began the first semester of the Invisible

Studio was Amanda’s Lo-Fi Theory. Written in 2004, it took stock of a

sensibility that still provides a cutting-edge space for action if onewants

to design sustainably.



Low Definition gave us the opportunity to talk about imperfection and

error, and how much value is hidden behind two characteristics stig-

matised by our society as wrong and avoidable.

Wevalueerrorasanecessaryexperienceforlearnandevolving,bothin

aspecific design processwheretesting one’s assumptions is fundamental

to affirmed design practice, and in our relationship with ourselves and

others. There is no shame in looking at things as they are, without judg-

ment, clinging to theories that do not really belong to us.

At a school like the Design Academy, where it is not recommended for

students to show uncertainty, coming with such a theme was immedi-

ately disruptive.

AW20/21 Design and Nature

The second studio theme was Design and Nature. We wanted there to

be no misunderstanding of our main purpose as a studio: to listen to the

voice of nature, tolearnfrom it, nottodesignfor itbuttotrytobeanally

in looking at the world’s problems through its “special eyes.” To accom-

plish this, we asked Kate Fletcher, Mathilda Tham and Loise St. Pierre

(the authors of the text we used as a basis for reflection) to start the ball

rolling with a workshop that would encourage the students to reverse

their beliefs aboutwhatecological design is and has beenup tonow;and

learn from past mistakes, trying to look at the world with other eyes

(and sacrificing the mind, which distances us from a natural power).

SS 21NewParadigm Community

During the third semester, we felt ready to engage in some real commu-

nity building and lay the foundations for a new paradigm of our own.

We assumed that we were stranded and asked the students to patent

machines that could be useful for a new dawn of humanity. Then we

had a machine fair so that we could agree on various collaborations—



like in
an

ideal marketplace where
all

resources are visible and sharea-

ble. Through socio-economics, we studied what the differences are in a

real market and what progressively led to the current distortion.

We asked everyone to look for alternative societies and bring those ex-

amples to the Invisible Studio Space, a place free of the capitalism that

was reactivated every Monday and Tuesday inside the school.

AW21/22 T.A.Z. Temporary Autonomous Zone

Working on recognising forms of autonomy, we considered different

realities in the course of different classes. The pivot of each class, how-

ever, was the same: being able to rethink reality from another point of

view. Being able to go deep enough or far enough away from one’s own

conditioning to redesign from scratch. Again, as Mario often says, rein-

vent the wheel.

Thissemesterhasbeenveryspecialbecauseweneverthoughtwewould

have the honour of hosting Mihai Nadin, we esteem as a true intellec-

tual giant.

Yet, our good fortune was the fact that Mario had studied with him at

university and their relationship had been reliable enough to begin to

imagine corresponding with him.

The work on anticipation was the perfect vehicle for making our stu-

dent think, exposing them to the possible insight that inspired creative

work can lead.

Seeing Mihai work with the class was a great learning experience for

us as teachers, and for our students, interaction with him was a great

honour.

We have presented here the design of the Invisible Studio, which will

be completed semester after semester to form an increasingly defined

space with different cardinal points from which to think about devel-

oping new relationships.



Design is Always Driven by Anticipation

Mihai Nadin

Design is a form of inventing the future. In some cases, under the pres-

sure of the market, design became problem-solving. This illustrates the

fact that, in inventing the future—which is the goal-design develops its

own toolbox. This can be used for purposes such as engineering, mar-

keting, social activities. But to reduce design to problem solving is to ne-

gate its creative nature.

Awareness of possible futures is what drives anticipation-informed de-

sign. As opposed to problem-solving, which is usually design-by-com-

mission, anticipation-informed design has a strong ethical dimension:

Is the future designers are inventing an expression of respect for the

world we live in, or yet another surrender to the pressure of short-

sighted self-interest?

May this eBook help others adopt anticipation-informed design
as

their goal. The world we live in is more than ever in need of design

that is no longer just a service, but an effective means for disrupting

the reality of blindly navigating the choppy waters of a storm that

humanity itself created. Trading a meaningful future for a senseless

present prosperity undermines sustainability.

My own views reflect many lessons I learned from the most creative

designers I interacted with. I do not want to gain credibility on account

of their fame. My views also reflect what I learned from my students

and from some of those who trusted me. Let me mention Pino Trogu,

Bethany Johns, Asma Naz, but also Frederic Vester, who inspired my

slogan:We don’t need washing machines, we need clean shirts. Yes, the

End is wherewe start from—designers should set for themselves inspir



ing goals. Hugh Dubberly, the conceptual design maverick (remember

the Knowledge Navigator, of 1987: The video simulated an intelligent

personal agent, video chat, linked databases and shared simulations),

was at the Rhode Island School of Design when I started my journey.

We kept in touch, and I respect his efforts for an intellectual history of

thedomain.MarioMinale, assistedmeinWuppertal.Hegoes probably

intheopposite direction—Italian design is drivenmorebyintuitionthan

concepts.Thatthey“meet” in in this eBook is noaccident—they are part

ofmy life in design. This life unfolded between the desire to understand

and the urge to make things happen. But even failing, as I know I did (if

I consider what I wished for), is a good way to be remembered. At no

momentintimewas I in the competition to be recognized, or be funded

for dubious or less dubious projects.



1. Examples



Experiencing Creativity

introduction by Mihai Nadin

Anticipation-informed design is convincingly illustrated in the work

and activity of those who we call visionaries. Some of them are still

with us. This is why the Workshop exposed the students to living ex-

amples of creative persons whomake the future happen.

Andries van Dam is the author of generations of computer graphics

professionals. Yes, I called him the author of generations on purpose.

His work with his students, which I experienced in real time, is now

focused on the integration of a broad variety of means of expression.

Yes, a visionary. And a unique chance for the students to experience

him alive.

DavidHodge,manyspringsagonegotiatinghisfirstjobwithApplefrom

myoffice, madevideoexpressionadesign tool. Inthe process,heturned

his design competence into a way to promote in art form a better fu-

ture.Hecould notdeliver for this eBook—beingbusymeanstorun after

something (glory, success, recognition). Mayhe get there unharmed.

But Dr. AsmaNaz was able to fill the slot: Yes, the last PhD project I ad-

vised and a successful who will expose her students, as Assistant Profes-

sor in the Dept. of Architecture at Bangladesh University of Engineer-

ing&Technology(BUET),Dhaka,toanticipatorythinking tothe design

requirements of visual expression in the time of film making available

on every desk.

Marcus Novak—of a deserved fame still slow in coming- understands

that anticipation means time-awareness. The wide critical dimension



of his visionary work—representing Greece in the famous Venice Bien-

ale- is an expression of an awareness I wish all my students will acquire.

Yes, with multi-laureate Clemens Lango (and others) in the Computa-

tional Design Program at the University of Wuppertal (Germany), we

were ahead of more than one curve. Exposing students to the process

throughwhichinnovation takes place is notan invitation to imitate, but

to help them find their own voice.



1.a. Dash

Andries VanDamme

Imagine you are annotating and reading As We May Think by Van-

nevar Bush, which is a PDF, so you have Adobe Acrobat open. In

another desktop, you are listening to an interview in which Andy is

talking about the importance of linking, a concept that Bush writes

about in depth. You also remembered Andy speaking about linking

from your last lecture, so you open the recorded Zoom lecture in an-

other tab. All these documents are related, but how can we imagine,

visualize and organize those relationships?

Dash is a collaborative browser-based web application built to support

knowledge workers for workflows like the one described above. As

knowledge workers we deal with documents, but more important-

ly we deal with the concepts that these documents contain, and the

complex relationships between them. There are many popular appli-

cation suites, as well as specialized apps, that are designed specifically

for workflows in which users focus on a single document for extended

periods of time. Unlike these applications, as a hypermedia system,

Dash supports corpuses which includes links, concepts, tags, and mul-

timedia documents. By using the same implementation for websites,

PDFs, audio recordings, videos, ink, and rich text, in Dash you can

easily create and follow link between any word, region, section, or

snippet of any of those documents.

Dash supports spatial and visual layouts of all those documents into

what we call collections. Collections have different views that each

displays its transcluded documents using a layout reminiscent of pop-

ular apps (e.g. Trello, file system viewer, spreadsheet). These views are

all
composable so that users can define their own specific workflows.

Beyond supporting these documents and the ability to view, interact



and organize them, Dash also supports metadata across these docu-

ments so they can be tagged with any relevant information and or-

ganized or sorted accordingly. Furthermore, Dash allows users to build

predefined trails. Unlike other presentation apps, (eg. Powerpoint, Pre-

zi) in Dash you can stop the linear trail at any time and continue your

exploration by navigating freely and following links by association,

allowing users to be trailblazers as imagined by Vannevar Bush.

Dash is built by Andries van Dam’s research group at Brown Univer-

sity in Providence, Rhode Island. It is available online at browndash.

com.

Video: Dash Presentation Domestic Jungle Plant Corpus

Video: Dash Presentation Antoni Gaudi, God’s Architect



Dash workspace example



Dash workspace example



1.b. Transvergence and Anticipation:

Per Prometheus,Ad Astra

Marcos Novak



0: Prometheus Ad Astra

“Taunt no one’s misfortune; for to all fortune is common and the future invisible.”

Isocrates

Howdowe navigate into promising but uncertain futures?

This is a brief meditation onventuring into the futurewith creative an-

ticipationasourguideandcompass. For,thoughthearrival ofthefuture

is inevitable, the possibilities it may contain, for better and for worse,

are both uncertain and endless while our resources are limited and we

are finite. There are treasures to be found, but also countless ways to

become lost in searching for them. In fact, fear and danger are intrinsic

to experimental verification of
all

kinds.
An

experiment that may not

fail is not reallyanexperiment. This is encoded in ourlanguage already:

if we trace the “per” in “experiment” we soon arrive at “πέρας” (limit/

boundary) and “περάω” (I cross a limit), roots for “fear” and “limit” and

“pirate.” The word “experience” designates this boundary crossing, and

the word “άπειρον” (boundless, infinite) is exactly that which is beyond

experience, and hence, may invite fear.

Witheverystepforward,theinevitablequestion arises:whatstepnext?

How might we best traverse the vast territories ahead of us when the

horizon is always expanding?

What is at stake? Well, we might encounter what we expect, or what

we don’t expect but hope for, or whatwe fear, but, most likely and most

dangerously, we might just encounter nothing at all.

The future is vast, and, like the universe weknow today, mostly empty.

To reach the stars, we need to make choices upon choices, not so much



in order to reach a particular preconceived destination, but simply to

reach any viable place at all.

This question of how to navigate into the future is ancient, so let’s begin

in antiquity, in myth, with the briefest of sketches of the story of two

Titans, two brothers, PrometheusandEpimetheus, and of Pandora, the

mythical first human woman, variously portrayed
as

bride of one or

the other brother.

It will help atonce torememberthat thenamesthemselves tell usmuch

of whatwe need to know:

Pro~ means before, Epi~ means upon or after, and “~metheus,” the

shared part of the names, stems from ancient Greek words (μέδομαι,

μανθάνω, μαθεύς) indicating wisdom, counsel, learning, and also in-

forming familiar words such as mental, and mathematics, and, quite

strikingly, considering the history of the world, medicine and Medici.

Easily, then,wesee that thenames of these two brothers stand for fore-

sight/forethought and hindsight/afterthought, anticipation and postic-

ipation (posticipation is a word that was in use until relatively recently,

but that, perhapsnot surprisingly, givenouramnesiac context, is almost

totally forgotten today).

Prometheusprovides (pro+videre, provision, providence, lookingahead

to what is to come) while Epimetheus retro-vides (retro-vision, seeing

only what has transpired, and then only after it has transpired).

Prometheus avoids crises by anticipating problems and solving them

before they even happen. Epimetheus scrambles to fix crises, only re-

sponding to problems after they have occurred.

Andwhat of Pandora, she of the Box of Plenty?



Pandora is pan+doron (all+gift), bearer of all gifts, of all that we might

hope for.

Pandora’s story is more complicated. The accounts of Hesiod, Aesop,

Aeschylus, and others, each bring out a different element or emphasis.

More often than not, Pandora is blamed unfairly, made to bear the

blame for unleashing evil onto the world, scapegoated for the faults of

Epimetheus.

It’s complicated.

First, it wasn’t a box, it was a wine-jar, a πίθος. We can blame Erasmus

for mistranslating jar into box.

Jarorbox, it wasn’tusedtoholdwine.Butthat’s noteventhemainprob-

lem — Pandora wasn’t actually human, even mythically, at least not to

start with, she was an artificial creature, fashioned out of clay by Hep-

haestus, at Zeus’s command, as punishment for Prometheus stealing

fire from the gods and giving it to humans.

Littlebylittle,withthehelpofHephaestus,Athena,Hermes,andothers,

Pandora was enhanced and augmented to become irresistibly charm-

ing and beautiful — all that one could wish for. Then she was given the

wine-jar, also full of all thatonecouldwishfor(be carefulwhatyouwish

for).

Thenshewaspresentedtothetwobrothers.Prometheus,thestorygoes,

kept his distance. Epimetheus, it is said, took her to be his bride.

It was a trap.



Thestoryvariationsdivergehere—didthewine-jarcontaineverything

good or everything bad, or both good and bad? Ormight whatwe wish

for contain both, depending on how we treat our wishes? It might not

matter, for this story.Whatmatters is thatthroughthe lack of foresight

ofEpimetheus, Pandora’s jaropened,and all the gifts ofthegodsescaped

into theworld indiscriminately, wreakinghavoc.
All

except one: the last

gift, the one that did not get out, was hope.

Now,herewehaveanother twist—thewordused in the ancientGreek

text is ελπίς. This can indeed be translated as hope, but has also been

translated as anticipation:

But the woman removed the great lid from the storage jar with her hands and scattered all its con-

tents abroad—she wrought baneful evils for human beings. Only Anticipation remained there in its

unbreakable home under the mouth of the storage jar, and did not fly out; for before that could hap-

pen she closed the lid of the storage jar, by the plans of the aegis-holder, the cloud-gatherer, Zeus.

Hesiod, Theogony. Works and Days.

LCL 57.
Pp

94-95 , translated by Glen W. Most

Here the myth is ambiguous: is hope/anticipation a good or an evil, or

a variable? Did Zeus make sure that it remained as a salve, or as a tor-

ment? Or as both, potentially, requiring foresight in the future?

Myths anthropomorphize event-structures that people need to recog-

nize and remember. The characters that appear in myth are not to be

taken literally, as once living or even fictional persons. Theyare not hu-

mans or siblings or gendered or any other literal specific: they are per-

sonifiedabstractionsofarchetypalforcesandprinciplesandtendencies,

cast into human form to be made memorable to humans, so that even

unschooled children can be introduced to them early, when it matters

most,whencharacter is still underformation.Theyaremadeto appear

human to humans, but that is just a simple concession to the genus and

species that we belong to. Different species could cast mythical figures

into their own forms, where principles just as foresight and hindsight,



anticipation and hope, could well remain quite similar, but mightbe giv-

en other expression.

Asmnemonicdevicesinheritedfrompre-literatepedagogy,mythswork

remarkably well — as long as we do, in fact, recall them and use what

they remind us of to anticipate what we might encounter. Of course, a

forgotten mnemonic device is defeated if not remembered: if we forget

our myths, or do not take care to teach them to one another in the first

place, we will have to rediscover their lessons all over again from first

experiences, from ourown mistakes.

Butwe still recall this particular myth, and have begun to rehearse and

decipher its mnemonics, and so, even without recounting the story in

much further detail, we recognize that the first argument for anticipa-

tion is derivedfrom the recognition ofthe relevant cluster of congruent

and countervailing forces— hope (Pandora), foresight

(Prometheus), hindsight (Epimetheus): what we wish for, yes, but also

concernforconsequences,forwhathappens ifweproceedwithorwith-

out anticipation.

Aeschylus credited Prometheus as being the giver of all arts and tech-

nologies to humans, as being the bringer of fire, and the teacher of dis-

tinctionsworthyoftheattentionofbothgodsandhumans.Prometheus

taught people to sacrifice fat and bones to the timeless forces called gods

(that, as immortal abstract forces need no nutrition), and to save flesh

for people (who, as mortals, must constantly be nourished in order to

live and thrive).

…

We’ve gathered some of the components of myth we need. We now

want to see howthey might help us reach for the stars.



We’ve linked hope to anticipation, and anticipation to foresight and

hindsight.

TheancientLatin phrase “per aspera, ad astra,” “from asperities, rough-

nesses, difficulties,tothestars,” expresseshopeforovercomingadversity

and prevailing on to achievement, and to the satisfaction of our hopes,

but gives no further guidance.

“From Prometheus, to the stars.” might be the better formulation to re-

memberand explore.

Per Prometheus, ad astra



1. Antipodes

Prometheus and Epimetheus, forethought and afterthought, foresight

and hindsight, are antipodes. They express a balance, a polarity, with

Pandora in the middle, as a variable, a valve, a flter, a fulcrum.

What might be the antipode of anticipation? Is it simply a lack of fore-

sight, or a feebleness of the imagination? Is it the inability to connect

consequence to cause, or the lack of stamina in extrapolating fromA to

C through B? Is it a simple failure to understand the nonlinear, the ex-

ponential, or the turbulent? Timidity in facing probabilities? Terror at

facing certainties? Escapism in the face of the inevitable?

Or might it be the holding onto the comfort of the familiar, the wishing

to remain within the warmth of sameness, stability, safe harbors, the

illusion of control?

Can one ascribe hardness or softness to anticipation? Who anticipates

better, the cruel or the gentle, the rigid or the pliable, the impartial or

the impassioned, the impetuous or the patient? Is anticipation indiffer-

ence, or is it an overabundance of care about tomorrow, verging on ob-

session?

Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow… to

the last syllable of recorded time…

Andwhat of time?

Onecanwonderifanticipationwouldmattertoimmortalbeings.Would

an infinite creature, basking in the security of never ending days, feel

any pressure to care, one way or another, for how things might turn

out? In the infinity of time,
all

things, even the infinitesimally possible,

may happen, must happen; why bother anticipating when all that is



needed is an infinite being’s infinite patience? But we are not such be-

ings. It matters to us.

Andwhataboutthebriefestoftimes?Thehumanmindseemstorequire

some 150 milliseconds to respond to external change. A fly responds in

just 8 milliseconds. Anticipating mortal danger, a fly’s nervous system is

adapted to frustrate the connection between causeand consequence, at

least between its scale and ours. It moves away faster than we can usu-

ally anticipate its next position.Wecanoutsmart it, butwe can’t outrun

it.

But then, to the brief lifespan of a fly, 8ms is a much longer span of time

than 150ms is to a human lifespan. The fly can escape us, but it can’t es-

cape its own timeframe.

Of course, there is more to anticipation than the operation of mental

chronometers. Anticipation is implicated in hope and desire, in tension

and release, inmusicandmadness,inparanoiaand pleasure, delightand

despair, in intentions and accomplishments.

What torn filters we are working with. How can we ever catch any-

thing with such ragged nets? Ever more holes appear in them, even as

we try to close in on our prey, when, with every attempt, the entity we

are trying to catch proves itself finer and more multiplicitous than we

mighthave expected. No matter, we persist. Perhapswe will not be able

todescribeourobjectofinterest perfectly,butwemaystill learntowork

with it.



2. The Night Sky

Look up at the night sky.

Look at anything, actually, near or far.

Or don’t look. Just close your eyes and think.

Wherever we may turn our attention, we find multiplicities, the un-

countable hiding in the countable, there in plain sight, in plain thought,

thinly disguised as the finite— butnowhere giving any true limit, with-

out or within, above or below, in past or present or future.

Go ahead, let’s try to count the stars, and then let us wait a moment

or two, and be humbled with each new satellite and telescope and sen-

sor and device we deploy. What will the James Webb Space Telescope

prove to us, other than that the spacetime we are in is even vaster than

wemight everhavedared suspect? But notice—the larger the universe

proves to be, the more unlikely we become, the more rare. Even if we

confirm what we already suspect, that life is pervasive everywhere,

that consciousness, too, must be ubiquitous, the larger the universe, the

farther apart and sparser phenomena like us necessarily become.

That is not all. Simple combinatorics tells us that, as large as the actual

may be, the combinations of the actual against itself are more numer-

ous still.

By every conceivable measure, the realm of the possible is astronomi-

callylargerthantherealmofthe actual,and all that is tocome is greater

than all thathasalreadybeen. This is bynecessity, notby idle opinion or

diligent observation, and its implications are both elating and sobering.



Think, for instance, of
all

the people who have ever lived — some 117

billion, so far, according to current estimates. Think of all their days. Be

generous. Grant everyone long lives.

Now think of all the people yet to come, to be born between now and

somefuturetimewhenevenwehumansbecomeextinct. Estimatesfor

this are large— trillions of people in billions of years — but not infinite.

Ifwegranteveryoneonehundred years, or 36,500 days,andalloweach

person to be as productive as, say, Picasso (who is rumoredto havemade

100,000 signed works in his lifetime), or Euler, mathematician of math-

ematicians, we can arrive at a figure for the number of all the things all

people in all of history, and in all of time to come, can have ever made

and can ever make. It’s a very large number for us in our finitude, but

it is still negligible in the full scope and extent of spacetime and mass/

energy.

Multiplythatnumber
as
manytimesasnecessarytoaccountfor

all
feel-

ings and fancies, all words, all utterances, all impressions, all expressions,

all
concepts,

all
goodandbadideas, all insignificant doodlesand sketches,

all throwaway conversations, all abandoned dreams, all data, informa-

tion, knowledge, wisdom.Thenumber gets larger and larger—and yet,

and yet, it is still astronomically, comically, tragically, smaller than any-

thingweactually see inthe night sky, or in whateverotherdirectionwe

may look — into the larger, into the smaller, even into the immediately

presentinthe cells in ourbodies, intothemolecules,atoms, particles that

make the matter that constitutes and surrounds us, everything danc-

ing in tireless combinations.

Why engage such a exaggerated framing? Simply to remind ourselves

to calibrate our expectations — for all that humanity has discovered,

derived, created, imagined,hoped for, or feared, the space of the possible

is vastly larger still.



And what of it? What is the consequence of recognizing this vastness,

and our smallness and brevity in it, andhowdoes this relate to anticipa-

tion anyway?

Plainly, there is more to do, creatively, than has ever been done. There

will always be more to do than has ever been done, and that can ever

be done. While humanity spends itself on petty arguments and wastes

itself on pettier wars, there are untold universes still to discover.

Now,considerourcentury.Wearesurroundedbyfaster-and-ever-fast-

er contrivances that consolidate ever larger portions of what weknow

into machines and algorithms that, though less general and robust in

their “intelligence” than our minds have evolved to be, are nonetheless

far better able to carryout calculations and explorations thatwewould

find exhausting and tedious, and thatwould simply consume too large a

proportion of our finite lives.

So, here we are, facing, on the one hand, inexhaustible possibility, end-

less beauty

(“endless forms,mostbeautiful” asDarwinphrased it), and,ontheother

hand, exponentially accelerating machines for exploring the possible.

What to do, then?



3. Becoming Future

anticipation:

ante+capio, from κάπτω, to gulp, χάφτω, to swallow, to devour, aspects
of

appetite, of anticipation
of

hunger in expectation of feeding

The common saying states that “we are what we eat,” but this is the re-

verse of the truth.Weeatwhatwe are, andnotby choice, butbyneces-

sity, asaconditionofbeing—weconsumecalciumbecauseourbonesare

madeofcalcium.Weconsumeanimalandvegetable protein in orderto

replenish the amino-acids that our own protein is made of, so that we

may constantly rebuild ourselves. We seek sodium and potassium be-

cause our cellular signaling and neurotransmission would not operate

without them.We replenish our thirst because we are mostly water.

To anticipate is to desire not only to to touch the future (άπτω, haptics),

but to grasp it, to engulf it (κάπτω) and consume it (χάφτω), to devour

and assimilate it as food and fuel for the making of more future.

To anticipate is to aspire to become-future. Earth, grass, prey, predator,

bystander, observer, participant,maker,alongascendingladderof roles,

all thrive and continue in direct proportion to their power to anticipate

and face or circumvent obstacles.

Becoming-future is not as self-evidently given as it may at first appear.

The passage of time ceaselessly converts present to past, and the futur-

istic to the mainstream, but it may take centuries for ideas to reach any

particular community or person. The mere fact of being born today

doesnotatall guaranteethatoneisindeedevencontemporary,letalone

future. Even becoming-contemporary requires great effort.

Arguably, the vast majority of humankind is born into some version of

the past— into the knowledge and values and norms of whatever acci-

dental community people effectively stumble upon by birth, through



no choice or fault of their own. Families, neighborhoods, cities, nations,

are accidental communities: one has no say into which one is born.

Very few people are born to families and neighborhoods and societies

that are really up-to-date with the present state-of-knowledge of even

the most conventional of fields.

person

Indeed,mostpeople areborn into ideas thatare years or decades orcen-

turies out of phase or out of date. This is a distance that each

mustovercomeonorder to evenbecome trulycontemporary. So, to be-

come-future, one must first become-present — and, as we all know, it

takes years to developout ofordinarychildhood, let alone catchupwith

the cutting edge of culture.

The greater part of education aims at exactly this, in fact: to bring the

young up to date with what a social group actually knows about the

world at a given time and from a given perspective — and, as everyone

is a child to start with, one must first ascend the ladder of childhood

development before the real task of becoming-contemporary can even

begin.

But this, too, is complicated by limited resources and conflicting agen-

das — do we teach everyone everything one needs to know in order to

makesenseoftheworld, overall?Ordowenot, all too often, just provide

the minimum necessary for people to manage some mundane but im-

mediate subset of tasks, and leave the rest to chance? Expediency usu-

ally postpones education towardbecoming-contemporary to special in-

terests and advanced studies and provides only a shrinking portion of

knowledge to a shrinking fraction of people, and then only on some os-

tensible need-to-know basis, leaving most to face life-altering decisions

withoutevenknowingthe basic principles ofwhattheyare asked to de-

cide upon. Whether it is global warming, local mortgage rates, or fun-

damentalprinciplesofpersonalnutrition,peopleareplacedinsituations



where they must make choices without having been helped to under-

stand the principles of those choices. All too often, the division between

the haves and the have-nots is simply the division between those who

knowand thosewhodonotknowhowthings actually work, thosewho

have become-contemporary, and those who are still trying to catch up.

Ultimately, though, the future is a construct, one choice among an in-

finity of choices, and someone must invent it. Some people mustbe well

enough informed not only to benefit from what is known, but to make

advances into the unknown. Poets and researchers, scientists and dis-

coverers, entrepreneurs and engineers, madmen and adventurers all,

must push into the unfamiliar, discern new resources, confront new

problems, and, hopefully, bring something back — but this need for re-

trieval makes it clear thatbecoming-contemporary is still not sufficient

for becoming-future.Onemustventurebeyondthe unfamiliar into the

genuinely unknown. Hard as it is to become-contemporary, one must

push harder still.

Now, every manner of propulsion requires something to push against

— a ground, a planet, a datum, an axiom, a given, a present, something

to provide an equal and opposite reaction -- and this just sets the first

precondition for anticipation: to become-future, one must first be-

come-present, yes, but the present is merely the skin of the past, a thin

and fragile membrane, easily torn: one must know it, but one cannot

push very hard against it before it tears.

More is needed.

After becoming-present, one must become-past, become-ancient, be-

come-archaic, become-first maker of everything made, become Pro-

methean.



What does becoming-past, becoming-ancient mean? Simply this: that

the person who would lead or invent a field must not only grasp the

state-of-the-art of that field, but also its fruit, its blossoms, its branches,

its trunk, its roots, its soil, its mycelial network, its forests, its cyclicities,

its fundamental instincts and insights, its core questions and purpos-

es, its milestones and landmarks and accomplishments, its fools, follies,

and failures, its heroes, its successes and triumphs, its grand problems,

its ambitious failed experiments, its persistent dreamsand intuitions, its

seemingly unanswerable questions.

Is that all? Well, not quite: it isn’t enough to know the history of
an

en-

deavor—onemustgraspthemotivating principles ofthatendeavor,the

existential needs that have driven that endeavor, the practices that test

the reasons for each first undertaking.

Eachhumanendeavorattempts toprovideananswertoahumanques-

tion: forhealth,medicine;for justice, law;forunderstanding,philosophy.

One must come to own the question to which each endeavor aspires to

be the answer.

Forexample:what is thehumanquestion towhichmusic is the answer?

What is the human question to which art is the answer?

It is not enough to ask the first question. One must attempt the first an-

swer, one must invent the first wheel, as if wheels had never been in-

vented, invent the first fire as if Prometheus had never brought it us,

acting now in full consciousness of the fire of invention.

After becoming-ancient, one must become-archaic, one must finally

become the first poet of every poetic act.

Let’s make all this somewhat more tangible: to become-future as far as

music is concerned, for instance, one must not only learn how to en



joy and appreciate and play music, and one must not only know what

current music is (becoming-present), one must also learn something of

the historyandtheoryandcomposition of musicthroughtime(becom-

ing-past,becoming-ancient). Ultimately,onemustconfrontandattempt

to answer the fundamental question of music: why music? Why does

music exist?What is thehumanquestion to which music is the answer?

Is this even a human question? And, if music belongs as much to, say,

insects and birds as it does to humans, or is applicable to aliens, should

we encounter any, then onemustgo farther andcome face to face with

those first questions: what is the animal question to which music is the

answer?And if music is to be gifted to robots and artificial intelligences,

what then is music to be to them? what are the robot and artificial in-

telligence questions to which music maybe the answer?

One must become-archaic, one must become first-questioner and

first-answerer, first-maker and worldmaker, first-poet and cosmopoet

(and, yes, κοσμοποιητής, cosmopoet, worldmaker, is an ancient word, as

cosmogony is, but with clearer intention and agency).

Now,noneof this ismeanttobetakentoo literally—wecanneverknow

the past perfectly or absolutely, no matter how precise our carbon-dat-

ingmaybecome.Thefirmgroundofwhatcanbeknownmaynoteven

exist, may indeed never have existed, in principle. Relativity reigns, ob-

jectively. Rather, what is meant is this: that, sooner or later, one must

try to imagine, for one’s own self, taking responsibility for both the first

questions and the first answers and the first creative acts, liver-eating

eagles and the wrath of Zeus notwithstanding. One must imagine the

moment before “music” came into existence, and bring it into existence,

and act upon it as the first musician, the first composer. Was the first

musician a human?A bird? An insect? A plant? An amoeba?A vibrat-

ing crystal? A wave-function? A concord of elementary oscillations in

mediawehavenonamesfor?EmergentpatternsofBrownian-like-mo



tion symmetries in quantum fields, at Planck-length, in more dimen-

sions than we know of? Pure mathematical possibility?

Nomatter: onemustimagineand visit that firstmomentof the cosmo-

poiesis of any question. Then begins the long climb back to the present,

the gradus ad Parnassum, this time equipped with something solid to

push against to launch ourselves farther and farther into the future.

Anticipation proper, when consciousness and intuition can inform one

another fully, begins when one is finally prepared to become-future.



4. Making the Impossible Possible

Beyond the often-stated (and relatively easy) aspiration “to make the

invisible visible” is a more ambitious one: to make the impossible possi-

ble.

SchopenhauerandKierkegaardhavebothdirectedourattentiontothe

distinction between the invisible and the impossible, albeit from differ-

ent vantage points.

Kierkegaard addresses it this way:

“Everyone shall be remembered, but each became great
in

proportion to
his

expec-

tation. One became great by expecting the possible, another by expecting the eter-

nal,
but

he
who expected the impossible became greater than all.”

Thisformulation,within its full contextin“FearandTrembling” retains

a mystical and supernatural element, but is useful well beyond any su-

pernatural implication.

Schopenhauer is clearer, realizing thatwhat is impossible tomanyis not

necessarily impossible to all. Considering the difference between talent

and genius, as these apply to the rare but still natural, he writes in “The

World as Will and Idea”:

“The man of talent can achieve what is beyond the power of achievement of other men, but not

what
is
beyond their power of apprehension: therefore he at once finds those who

prize him.
But

the achievement of the man of genius, on the contrary, transcends not only the power of achieve-

ment, but also the power of apprehension of others; therefore they do not become directly con-

scious of him. The man of talent is like the marksman who hits a mark the others cannot hit; the

man of genius is like the marksman who hits a mark they cannot even see to; therefore they only

get news of him indirectly, and thus late; and even this they only accept upon trust and faith.”

Understood this way, anticipation suggests that some can aim past the

merely difficult-to-discern and into the presently impossible for many



to even see, and then to aim on to the more general impossible that, in

time, may yet yield.

In these passages we see not only the notion of anticipation, but also the

degrees of anticipation, along an ascending scale of difficulty, daring,

and determination.

All anticipation is useful and good, but much of it can be obvious and

trivial. To anticipate the next sunrise is not challenging. To anticipate

what might be seen behind a closed but familiar door is only slightly

more demanding. To pinpoint a passage where there ought not be one,

where a passage is not even expected, not even suspected, that is more

difficult. To carve a passage into seeming rock is more difficult still. To

extrapolate correctly as to what might be behind such an as-yet-undis-

coveredpassage is yetmorenoteworthy.Tosimultaneouslydigtwotun-

nelsfromopposite sides of amountain,frompast to futureandfuture to

past, and have them meet in the middle, in the ever-unfolding present,

as Eupalinos did with his famedTunnel of Eupalinos, that is moreadmi-

rable still.



5. Transvergence as Anticipation

Prometheus,witha little helpfromourphilosopher friends,hasencour-

agedustolookaheadpasttheinvisibleandintotheseeminglyimpossible,

the impossible that may yet become possible, given the vast ranges that

our science keeps opening to our view, and the intellectual and techno-

logical breakthroughs that keep extending first our reach and then our

grasp.

Still, we need more than good intentions — we need sturdy vessels and

reliable directions, star charts and cybernetics, skilled navigators and

brave explorers.

How might we begin to formalize tactical and strategic approaches for

reaching farther into the unknown than ever before? Are there ways

of operating not by brute force but by intellectual leverage and heuris-

tic meta-leverage, so that we may effectively propel ourselves beyond

our ordinary limits and not get lost at sea?

At best, our efforts can only be approximations:even the best strategies

will not suffice in any absolute sense. Rates of correlated changes may

rise exponentially and still outpace one another: though the square and

thecubeofnaturalnumbersbothincreaseexponentially,thesquarecan

never outpace the cube. Change happens along more dimensions than

we can compete with. We explore a few parameters at a time while

countless others are also changing. Howdowe even choose which ones

totrack, letalonethebestones,whenwemaynotevenknowhowmany

there maybe?

Even if our logic allowed us to establish firm limits, like Planck-length

and Planck-time, these may be so many orders of magnitude removed

from us that wemay effectively never reach them.



The question, then, is not whetherwe can discover an absolute mecha-

nism bywhich to outpace and exhaust reality’s permutations and com-

binations before we exhaust ourselves and our tools, it is simply to ask

how meta-views and meta-strategies might permit our anticipation to

reach exponentially farther into reality than was ever before possible.

Here, an interjection may help — a reminder of thermodynamics and

entropy, and of the constant battle of life against decay, of ascending

structure against destruction.

Ever since Boltzmann, we’ve recognized that the principle of entropy

is statistical — the world tends toward its likeliest outcomes, and it is en-

ergetically and informationally simpler and hence more likely for sand

castles to crumble into sand piles than for sand piles to rise into sand cas-

tles or actual palaces. No war ever transformed rubble into cathedrals,

no mushroom cloud ever transformed radioactive particles into parti-

cle colliders. In the simplest formulation possible, everything we value

is both unlikely and expensive — it is literally rare, and it very literally

demands both energy and information, carefully coordinated against

dissipation and indifference.

Further elaboration of this perpetual struggle against entropy would

lead us into discussions of free energy, and of howthe universe leverag-

es the energy of dissipating systems to form assemblies of matter and

information that move against the slope of dissolution, at least with-

in available windows of opportunity. The universe may still reach the

point of heat-death, but life may yet continue to evolve until all free en-

ergy is spent.

Wedo not need to go much farther with this explanation for our pres-

ent purposes. For now, it is enough to say that much positive work can

be done by harnessing energy that is on its way to being lost to generic

heat. Falling water drives the watermill on its way down, making work



possible. The water may run out some day, but, until that day arrives,

the watermill keeps milling.

If this free energy can somehow form cyclic systems, ecosystems of en-

and information, complexity, life, consciousness, and culture can

arise, even against entropy.

ergy

Just to reassure the reader—we are not drifting awayfrom the topic of

anticipation. Quite the contrary:of all the thingswecananticipate with

some certainty, entropy reigns nearly highest — everything that does

not anticipate and actively resist entropy by constant reinvestment of

energy and information is certain to devolve and decay, whether it be

a protocol, a rosebud, a civilization, a planet or galaxy, or life and con-

sciousness themselves.

Hence, as already alluded to above, the first act of anticipation is the

stealing of fire from the gods, as Prometheus did, harnessing the cer-

tainty of dissipation toward goals that resist dissipation.

The second act of anticipation is learning to choose — and choosing —

treasure over trinket, again echoing Prometheus, who taught humans

whattokeepandwhatto sacrifice, food over fat, the nutritious overthe

noxious, that is to say, signal over noise.

Wearenowin the realm of choice, and
all

anticipation implies choice—

but not all choices are equal. The direction, the gradient of choice, mat-

ters.AGaussiandistributionseemssymmetrical,asashape,butthetwo

sides are differentiated along some system of values.

The rare cuts both ways.

This brings us to “transvergence” and anticipation, and, more accurate-

ly,



“transvergence” as a heuristic algorithm for technologically augmented

anticipation within our ever widening fields of awareness, a catalytic

accelerator of informed intelligence.

“Transvergence” is a term I coined some decades ago to express the an-

ticipatory and creative possibilities of exploration beyond the now of-

ten overused notions of technological “convergence” and “divergence”

(especially, but not only, within the domain of the digital).

“Convergence” and “divergence,” on the other hand, are two facets of a

simple, single idea: paths cross and separate, coming together at a cross-

roads (a basis) and then pulling apart, most often unchanged by the

encounter, like Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s “ships that pass in the

night.”

Convergenceanddivergence are observations ofthe obvious,and offer

little guidance in our quest.

“Transvergence” stands in contradistinction to “convergence” and “di-

vergence” in that it articulates an intentional outlook, a heuristic, a

method for actually employing emerging technologies in contending

with the vast, unexplored territories of the possible in this age of cumu-

lative and accelerating exponential change.

Simple extrapolation suggests that what converges must diverge — but

this is just a beginning, an opportunity in wait of realization. Ever since

the atomists, Leucippus, Democritus, Lucretius, and the manywho fol-

lowed,and allthewaythroughtotheBigBangandwhatwegraspabout

the emergence of galaxies through clustering (the patterned remnants

of which we still see as Cosmic Background Radiation), people have un-

derstoodthatwithoutcollisions ofsomesort, differencesalonecouldnot

assemble themselves into the complex order we find all around us.



Necessary though they are, collisions alone are still not sufficient to ex-

plain why some elements (of whatever kind) become attracted and at-

tached to other elements. Clearly, additional principles are necessary.

Physics explains all this in great detail within its objective domain, but

we are thinking analogically here, searching for some way to explore

the worlds of ideas as much as the world of objects. Even ideas must

converge and diverge, and our hope is that when they collide, they will

spark new ideas.

The origin myths of many cultures recognized the intricacy of gener-

ation long ago. Zeus (whose double name Ζεύς and Δίας relates to bind-

ing (Ζεύς, ζεύξις, yoking, yoga) and transformation (Δίας, διά~, trans~

, transformation) embodies exactly this recognition, standing for the

force that binds and transforms, not unlike the forces evolution em-

ploys (random mutation, cumulative change), whose helical structure

Aristotle had already named εξέλιξις (εξ+ελίσσω, ex-helix), pointing to

the spiral movement which still echoes in the word “evolution” (ex-vol-

vo), and, more objectively, in the helical structure ofDNA itself.

Convergence and divergence are necessary but not sufficient condi-

tions for order to emerge and ascend against entropy. What is need-

ed is always something else: some principle that takes advantage of the

momentaryopportunity of collision, and ofwhatever free energymay

be available in that encounter, in that instantaneous release of energy

from the sudden dismantling of a previous order, perhaps analogically

akin tohowaribosome uses available energy (ATP)and evolving infor-

mation (RNA) to convert available resources (amino-acids) into useful

tools (protein).

Eros and Eris, attraction and repulsion, concord and discord, repeti-

tion and difference, reproduction and extinction, like yinandyangand

magnetic polarity, express the tectonic need for continuity and discon



tinuity, for dancing cycles, not static circles — variable radii and agile

vectors, strands of information and energy threading themselves into

the future.

Recall thatCERN—andtheLargeHadronCollider it hosts—learnsby

causing and then studying particle collisions, following the trajectories

of particles within their fields of attraction and repulsion, refining the

human realization that particles themselves are not fixed, static, passiv

objects, but are intense but temporary fluctuations of those same fields,

sea-foam instances that do not exist except as fluctuations of the sur-

faces of multiple overlapping n-dimensional seas, when those seas are

sufficiently perturbed.

Now,evolution itself, asweunderstand it, doesnotanticipategeneraand

species intentionally, any more than seas dream waves — nature just

generates (tirelessly, endlessly) and tests (equally generously and toler-

antly), letting all but the least fortunate creatures persist, generation to

generation — so that anything that is lucky enough to survive another

day can continue onto another day, another chance at generation. It is

up to each generated entity to anticipate, individually, whatever it can

anticipate, as well as it can, within its narrower temporal scope, so that

evolution isn’t limited to the survival of the fittest — whatever can sur-

vive another day may perhaps evolve another day, and so on for per-

haps a million, or a billion, years, one tiny survival at a time. Anything

not extinct today can enjoy another chance tomorrow and tomorrow

and tomorrow…

Transvergence posits that collisions will happen(under sufficiently var-

ied conditions, convergence is inevitable, and divergence is merely a di-

rect consequence of convergence) but that this, by itself, is not all that

interesting. What is important is what happens at that moment of col-

lision, at that moment of opportunity. At that exact moment, at long

last, what matters is that if we act strategically, we can steer ordinary



divergence into extraordinary transvergence. For every suchmoment,

at the fulcrum of collision, we have agency in how the future may de-

velop, — and, if we miss this opportunity, well, not much is lost: we will

have another chance at agency in the very next moment, but at a new

fulcrum, a new basis.

Here, Iusetheterm“extraordinary”inthesenseofThomasKuhn,who,

in his TheStructure of Scientific Revolutions, speaks of “extraordinary

science” that leads to “paradigm shifts.”

To connect the dots: from the point of view of those who originate such

shifts, a paradigm shift is an act of profound anticipation of what, at the

time of its initial articulation, seems impossible to the ordinary field to

which it is offered.

Let’s regroup.

Consider: the Wright Brothers were bicycle makers. They must have

been quite good at bicycle-making.Wedonotrememberthemfor their

bicycles.

Steering convergence and divergence into transvergence requires a

thirdforce,adiagonalimpulse,anexternalactiveagent,achoicewithan

origin outside the simple convergence/divergence pair. In the language

of Transvergence as a subject, it requires what I call a “derailment.” This

imposed diagonal impulse resonates with the Lucretian notion of the

“clinamen,” the Darwinian notion of random mutation and cumula-

tive change, and with countless creative exploratory practices and po-

etic devices, from Leonardo da Vinci’s inspiration in cloud formations

and the veining of marble, to the Dadaistand Surrealist games, to Lucio

Fontana’s three-dimensional cuts into and through the two-dimension-

al canvas to indicate all the painting cannot represent, to John Cage’s

chance operations flirting with determinacy, to Xenakis’s engineering



stochastics conversing with Homer, to the Situationist “detournment”

and “derive,” William Burroughs’s “cut-up” technique, Deleuze’s rhizo-

matic de~ and

re~territorialization, and the countless variants of poetic invention

that are constantly coming into and out of existence in the Heraclitean

burbling quantum foam of both everyday and diachronic creativity. In

each and all of these, a diagonal impulse destabilizes a system and

pels it into new territories.

pro-

Derailment can be imagined as a diagonal vector that strikes conver-

gence and divergence at exactly the crossroads of their encounter.

Practically, it is an external agenda, even a random agenda, a possibly

non-teleological purpose not contained within the linear trajectories of

expected developments of vectors converging upon a basis: a strategic

perturbation, noise added to a heuristic system to get it to escape local

minima.

What is a basis?

Observe now: the crossroads that provide the opportunity for conver-

gence, divergence, derailment, and transvergence are built upon some

“basis” — in our recent past, this was the digital itself, then the Internet,

then the Cloud, more recently machine learning and artificial intelli-

gence, and now the metaverse, AR, VR, XR, so on, with an endless se-

ries of newwaves of change still to come, each about to provide anew

“basis” forconvergence,divergence,andtransvergence,andnewchanc-

es for creative derailment.

Shall we list a few of these bases?

digi~,nano~,neuro~,bio~,quanto~,robo~….multi~,meta~,omni~…allo~…



Now,sincethearrivalofsuchwavescanreadilybeanticipated, itis relative-

ly simple to understand that each of these arrivals provides opportunities

forderailmentandtransvergence—andequallyimportanttounderstand

that for each of these, it will be the external and seemingly unrelated de-

railment that will provide the value-added propositions, not the straight-

forward and obvious initial working out of the raw mechanisms. What

can be anticipated are the wavesand bases and the opportunities for their

derailment intonewterritories, butnot their exactoutcomes.

Within economic models, too, we see a similar structure of anticipation,

though with different motives: ever since Joseph Schumpeter’s capitalist

“gale of creative destruction,” at least, andarguablyalready implicit in Ber-

nardMandevilleandDavidRicardo, inAdamSmith’s “invisible hand,”on

throughtoClayton Christensen’s

“disruptive technologies”and“the innovator’s dilemma,”andfromthere to

the present climate of disrupt-first-ask-questions-later and let-the-future-

pay-for-the-externalities clear-cutting entrepreneurship, there is a recog-

nition of the power of disturbing existing forces toward novel purposes,

coupled with the unreliable optimism that the future will solve the prob-

lemswemakeforourselves alongthe way.

Let’s hasten to add that this mechanism of perturbation is powerful, but it

is not automatically all good— for the coral reef and theAmazonrainfor-

est, for the Aztecs and Inca, for all the victims of exploitative colonialism

andsubjugation, for speciespushed to extinction, and,almostunbelievably,

for the well-being of the entire terrestrial ecosystem and all life upon the

planet, disruptionhascomewithveryhighcosts.

We must proceed with caution, remembering health and kindness and

wisdomandbeauty.Attheveryleast,wemustanticipatefarenoughahead

so asnottobe foolishly destructive.



6. Here,There,Elsewhere:BecomingAllo~

Schematically and graphically, all of this diagonal energy is expressible

through an adaptation of Minkowski’s light cones, which depict the zones

of all that is within reach of light, dividing reality into zones: “time-like,”

“light-like,” “space-like,” and

“elsewhere,” depending on whether something is in, on, out of, or utterly

beyondthesurface ofthe cones.

This is notthe place to unfold the physicsandmathematicsof thismodel in

detail,but,again,thatlevelofdetail isnotnecessarytoourpresentpurposes.

The key point here is that this light-cone model makes evident that most

of reality is beyond the reach of even light itself, since even light, traveling

at its absolute speed limit,canonlyreachsofarwithinanyamountoftime.

Whatever may be farther than light can reach is necessarily unknowa-

ble to us, in principle, this model asserts, at least untilwegothere, until else-

where/elsewhenbecomehereandnow.

But—is this absolutely so?

Thesame relativistic physics informsusthat spacetime itself, whosegeom-

etry light obeys, bends in the presence of massand energy,and that,when

spacetime bends, so does light, traveling along the geodesics of this curva-

ture.

The implication here is fascinating: even within the realm of the visible,

the presence of invisible mass/energy is felt. Massive objects too far to be

reachedbylightareneverthelessbendingspacetime itself. Justaswedonot

see gravity, but fall just the same, all of reality bends along directions be-

yondourvisible horizons.



Here our speculations must be amplified, and we must think by analogy

again and delve into poetic intuition: might not anticipation be a form of

heightened sensitivity for this present but unseen curvature, the early de-

tection ofimminentconditions ofmassivechange, ofwhatis real but is not

somuchseenby light as felt bysensing thebending?

Scientifically, should they even exist, preconditions and trends of massive

change would be harder to detect than even the strongest of gravitational

waves—so this is, at best, a hunch,a metaphor,anoverly optimisticdream

—andyet,somehow, it is also congruentwiththousandsofyears of artistic

and scientific anticipation, withcountlessexamplesofpeoplesomehowde-

ciding to undertake what, in their own times, wasmet with suspicion and

with resistance that mayeven have been lethal, and yet producing works

that were ultimately vindicated by what indeed came to pass. Perhaps

these were all coincidences. With billions of people alive atany given time,

some guesses are likely to be luckyenough tocome true. Butperhaps some

of these successes are like arrows shot by marksmen aiming beyond any

readily visible target, early detections of trends that were simply too sub-

tle for most people to register, and that most people would only recognize

after they arrived and became mainstream and were impossible to deny

— tremors that a few hypersensitive people detected, anticipated, gam-

bled-upon, nonetheless. Or maybe, and more likely, they were half-way

there, just educated guesses, shots into the abyss that, by trusting that they

wouldhitsomething,actuallydid hitsomething,and,insodoing,bentreal-

ity in that direction.

Humorously,themembersofOulipo,theOuvroirdelittérature potentielle

(workshop for potential literature, literature generated by mathematical

operations) joked about how authors of the past plagiarized the future —

byanticipation.

Allowingthismodeltoguideourimagination,wecannowbegintoglimpse

Kierkegaard’s and Schopenhauer’s advice on how to surpass the limits of



the visible and reach into the range of the previously impossible. Anticipa-

tory transvergence is a sensibility and a sensitivity and an openness and a

willingness to act uponthe subtlest of hints. As such, it canbe misguided or

even dangerous— but then, balancing on a cliff-face is also dangerous, one

mis-stepawayfromdisaster—unlessoneisanibexorafalcon.Oneperson’s

dangerzonemaybeanother person’s native habitat.

As I write these words, new data from the James Webb Space Telescope

are arriving, and are already challenging our cosmology. If early observa-

tionsareprovencorrect,galaxiesmayhavebegunformingbillionsofyears

earlier than our theories have predicted.Wemay have to recalibrate our

entire understanding of how the universe we see may have formed. The

JWSBhasbarelyhadachancetosendbacknewinformation,and,already,

spacetime is expanding.

Meanwhile, artificial intelligence and machine learning are feeding vora-

ciously on all our databases, consolidating previously scattered knowledge

intoametaverseofvast

“latent spaces” that can be navigated by our algorithms and can be mined

forinsightsneverbeforeattainable, solvingonceintractableproblemssuch

asthe prediction of protein-folding.

Actual spacetime was always vast. Now the information spaces we have

createdareaddingvastnessuponvastness.Onceagain,wemustlearnhow

to fly in this expandingnewvastness.

In 1944, forty-one years after the Wright Brothers’ first flight in 1903, Or-

ville Wright took his last trip on an airplane with a wingspan longer than

the entire 120-foot length of that historic first flight. By then, jet engines

hadalreadybegunmaking propeller engines obsolete.



Just over a year later, he received news of an even larger airplane, a B-29

Superfortressbomber,droppinganatomicbombonHiroshima.

In 1947, a year before he died, supersonic flight arrived. By 1969, humans

wouldlandontheMoon.

In a span of forty-four years, Orville Wright went from anticipating—

and implementing — what humanity had never before accomplished

to witnessing the development and deployment of an entire industry

that changed the world.

When asked what he thought of the development of aviation in his

lifetime, Orville Wright expressed sadness and dismay at the destruc-

tive uses to which the dream of flight had been put. He and his brother

Wilbur had hoped it would bring world peace. He then recuperated to

a more optimistic position: flight was like fire, he said. Fire could be im-

mensely destructive, but had also been harnessed in countless ways to

improve the world.

Prometheus brought fire to humanity, and suffered for it, but, for all

that suffering, fire was proven to be indispensable to civilization.



7. The Radius of Anticipation

This is 2022. If we set this year as our origin, and use asourtemporal ra-

dius thespan of time thatOrvilleWrightexperiencedbetweenhis first

flight and his last, we find ourselves centered between 1979 and 2067.

In 1979, ARPANET (the precursor to the Internet) was only 10 years

old. How far have we come since then? How far might we go by 2067?

What might 2067 hold for us? How will be get there? Who will guide

us there?Howcanwe better prepare ourselves for the choices to come?

Arguably, and already evidently, the differences between 2022 and

2067 will be greater than those between 1979 and 2022, and far, far

greater than those between 1903 and 1947.

To think farther ahead, we must think farther behind. 2023 will mark

110 years since the Wright Brothers’ first flight in 1903. Something not

yet invented in 2022may arrive and surprise us in 2023, just next year,

and,by2133,110yearslater,mayhavealteredtheworldinwaysfarmore

profound than those brought about by aviation, computation, the In-

ternet, the metaverse, the Moonand Mars missions, and all that seems

newand powerful to us today.

Today,weare anticipating the metaverse,VR,AR,XR,machinelearn-

ing, artificial intelligence, quantum computation, virtual artificial life

andconsciousness in robotsandalgorithms,andactual artificial biology,

actual synthesized life — and so some aspects of all this will surely come

into being. That can be expected — but that is not the question — what

is the unexpected—whatStuartKauffman calls “the adjacent possible”

— that each expected step forward uncovers? By its nature, this cannot

be foretold, because foretelling it depends on recognizing evolutionary

niches that will only appear as new conditions emerge. We will surely

not be able to foretell all such conditions and their consequences, — but

we can learn to attend to the unforeseen as it emerges.



8. Epimetheus to Prometheus, Apollo to Artemis

Webegan with mythology, so let’s end with mythology.

Fifty years ago, NASA’s Apollo mission took us to the Moon. Now (lit-

erally, as I write these words), the Artemis mission is about to launch

Artemis 1, the first step in a new era, aiming not only to take us back to

the Moon, but to begin building a long-term moon base there that can

serve
as

a way-station for sending humans to Mars — with the clear

and stated intent of helping us learnhowtomake it possible forhumans

to live off-planet, even beyond Mars, in outer space itself.

Transvergent differences are exponential, not linear, and, if past is pro-

logue, will not follow obvious lines of development. They will not just

convergeanddivergeandbedonewith it. They will departfrom expec-

tation.

Our efforts will transverge.

It is up to the Promethean among us to detect the subtle curvature of

reality that remote but massive changesmayengender, to gentlynudge

ourexplorations in positive ways,and toremainopento entiresequenc-

es of transvergences.

Each advance invites new course corrections, brought about by new

innovators who detect emerging opportunities most others may fail to

notice. The Promethean impulse ceases to be one of fixating on known

outcomes and becomes sensitized to differentials, to responding instan-

taneously to the active principles in constantly evolving dynamical

systems, less like sculpting stable statues and more like sensing the mo-

ment-by-momenttorsionsofagymnastinmid-flight,correctingmidair

for even the slightest changes in wind and breeze and available landing

spot.



Transvergence is a model, method, and algorithm for creative and stra-

tegic anticipation, amplifying our ability to explore the vast spaces of

possibility that are opening ahead of us. It urges us to dare, to not limit

ourselves and our technologies to repeating questionable habits, and, es-

pecially, to set aside all petty self-destructiveness (toward ourselves, to-

wardeachother,towardtheplanet),buttogatherandfocusourstrength

upon the stars:

per Prometheus, ad astra!

Video: UlyssesXR (video)



1.c. Tablet 98

Mario Minale

It was about 1996 when I started studying in Mihai Nadin’s Computa-

tional Design department within my Industrial Design course at the

University of Wuppertal. As part of a class introducing us to Compu-

tational Design we were studying the basic concepts of user interfaces

and were given the excercise to design a computer.

Itwasnotthe firsttimethat Iwasworkingwithacomputerhaving pre-

viously experiencedcommand line interpreters and early mouse-driv-

en GUI’s. By the time Windows and MacOS were the most common

userinterfaceswithmanyoftheconventionsweareusedto atthepres-

ent momentalready implemented.

With the assignment to design a computer forme it was clear in a flash

that the user interface and what we call today the device form factor

would have to work together so that the hardware would support the

GUI and vice versa. And having experienced the steps from the CLI

to the GUI it was another instant realization to me (probably a conse-

quence of extrapolation) that I wanted the most immediate possibility

to manipulate objects on screen with the most minimal graphical, and

particularly hardware interface.

Themostdirect connectionbetweenthebodyandthe objects of its ma-

nipulation. It was clear that only a touch screen would offer that pos-

sibility and that a sheet of paper would be the reference as carrier of

information. The two things were put together in the form of a tablet.



Tablet 98 rendering



A certain bezel and body thickness was assumed as affordance to the

space requirements of the components but it remains striking how a

fouldout frame anticipated even the form factors that are beginning to

showup today in the form of convertible ultrabooks.

Looking at the screen contents itwasa direct projection ofWindows95

running a 3d application so the adaptations we see today for touch in-

terfaces were not anticipated but the mere fact that it was running the

software to do 3d modeling of a complex object like a computer stands

testimony that it was intended as a full replacement for any type of

work rather than for the lighter browsing, mailing and media applica-

tions we saw at the debut of the first widely diffused tablets from 2010

onwards with the iPads.

At that moment it seemed obvious to me that I wanted the least inva-

sive, most powerful and most direct way of working with representa-

tions. So an image which you could manipulate touching was the most

extreme version I could immagine that would still involve the hand

(rather than a direct brain interface). A strong desire of pushing things

beyondknownboundarieswas surelyan ingredient as well as the unre-

lenting curiosity and boldness to want to pull it off. Those qualities seem

key ingredients in all anticipatory work that I have engaged with in the

years after: like asking the most direct question and wanting to be sur-

prised by the answers that would appear. And the question has to un-

compromisingly aim for the values that make up our humanity.



1.d. NETalie

Clemens Lango

In 1994 Prof. Dr. Dr. Mihai Nadin initiated the first program in the

world in Computational Design at the University of Wuppertal (Ger-

many). In the context of my study in Computational Design under his

supervision, I had the opportunity to design a product that turns out

to be 20 years ahead of what eventually would change the way in

which we communicate. This happened between 1995 and 1997—and

resulted in my degree focused on human-computer interaction (in

particular user interface design)

“netalie” was conceived for planning and supporting individual mo-

bility. It was primarily intended to promote public transportation as

a sustainable choice. Based on the user's location at the time, alterna-

tives for travel connections with different means of transportation

were presented. In each individual case, the most relevant connection

type can be selected according to price or time criteria, among oth-

ers. The user does not have to deal with timetables. Cost calculation

and ticketing are seamlessly integrated. The telephone function of the

product can, for example, simplify the coordination of appointments

related to the trip.

The development is a hybrid of hardware and software design. A cus-

tom interaction language was developed for the software. All func-

tions are controlled with only four buttons and voice input. Multiple

users can share one core device. Their profiles are stored in the “ID”

which also contains battery and SIM card.



The device is based on the visual metaphor of the "grid" (representing

the net), and of a simple language of commands. Within the metaphor,

travel and communication functions are represented as connections

of net fields. This paradigm is kept consistent throughout all interfac-

es of the system.



net
paradigm + types of connections



hardware component “id” + charger



The product concept has been explained and simulated in a virtual

simulation (at that time stored on CD-ROM—as an interactive storage

medium). An interactive 3D prototype demonstrated the hardware

and a coded software prototype allowed to try out the interface. Mi-

hai Nadin presented this device in lectures given at Stanford Uni-

versity as well as at Hewlett-Packard. They were close to deciding to

make it—it could have been a better device than even the iPhone. But

Hewlett-Packard of the beginnings (another “garage story”) lost its

anticipatory dedication and became what we all know it to be in our

days. Opportunity knocks only once.



Nokia phone



In 1995 the Internet as we experience it today did not exist

able digital devices looked like this.

yet. Port-

The devices typically had minimum data connectivity via the carri-

er’s network and were merely used for voice and text communication.

Interaction of this class of devices typically was on a text-based level.

There were few lines of text plus maybe 2 softkeys (buttons with con-

textually assigned functions).

Instead of abstract textual interaction styles NETalie introduced a

graphical interaction paradigm based on a visual metaphor—semi-

otic considerations guided in the design. It made the complex func-

tionality ease to understand and to easy to use. The Hewlett-Packard

presentation almost convinced the company to pursue this project.

It took about 2 decades for the market to come up with solutions sim-

ilar to NETalie.

1995/7

NETalie

2007 2009

iphone classic google maps

graphic user interface

in mobile devices

navigation

introduced in app

2015

google maps

visual comparison of

car, bike, train, plane

By the way – in my later professional path as Digital Product Design-

er I had the chance to bring much of the NETalie concept to market

with the project “qixxit” (for Deutsche Bahn). It allows comparison

of all possible means of transport and booking the preferred trip. En



Quixxit



route, the user is guided by the Qixxit

mation on progress, changes and delays.

app and gets real-time infor-

This was 2013 – still 2 years ahead of Google, the company which in-

troduced comparison of multiple means of transport in Google Maps

in 2015.

Like NETalie Qixxit has been internationally recognized – this time

in more than a dozen international high profile user experience and

innovation awards.

In my degree project 1997 I anticipated a voice-controlled audio sys-

tem. An integrated hardware and software product which in parts

offers an experience similar to what Amazon Alexa in combination

with music streaming services does these days (again – almost 2 dec-

ades later). But that's another story. Anticipation Informed Design is

not
an

easy path to succeeding with new ideas. But it is the only one

leading to sustainable choices.



NETalie



1.e. To see the Future

AsmaNaz

There are many visualization tools designers use in order to effectively

represent their imagined goals. Video as a prototyping tool can trans-

late new design ideas. What is visionary, and thus anticipation-based

“lives” in the moving images better than on sketches or diagrams. Of

course, designers can easily convey their concepts from single, two-di-

mensional line drawings (or sketches) to complex, multi-dimensional,

layered expressions. But to make them “look” like real it takes the

moving sequence—either staged episodes, or animations, or combina-

tions of both.

Architectural designs—let us not forget that architecture is the “moth-

er” of design-- are anticipatory in nature. They promise something

which does not exist—they make reality based on possible futures.

Anticipation in architectural design expresses possibilities: height, light

exposure, urban identity. It also considers probabilities of real-life sce-

narios, environments, and functions. Prototyping is an essential part

of the architectural design process. Many creative architects discov-

ered that video expression—which involves also narration and render-

ing-- becomes an easy and effective prototyping medium. To visualize

multiple three-dimensional formal expressions that will eventually

become part of people’s life is challenging. Somebody has to invest in

your dreams—making a movie makes them part of the unfolding of

your design.

My own experience, having worked in the antE-Lab for some time,

was the integration of the anticipatory way of thinking in my work

on ‘adaptive architecture.’ Many of the ideas—such
as
how to integrate

the inhabitant of a space in the continuous remaking of the space—

were tested in videos created for this purpose. Through simulations



or animated sequences of visuals, an architect conveys the idea of an

anticipation-based adaptive space that changes per user need—some-

times very slowly, other times quite abruptly. The video medium helps

demonstrate the living space transformation. It also provided differ-

ent types of environments, and accommodated different functions,

e.g., work, sleep, socialize etc. Yes, the space requirements for the time

we socialize, or the time we work, or the time we listen to music, etc.

are different. Without changing one brick we were able to show how

the space can change, and how the inhabitant remains in full control

(via using block chain technology). There are many video tool avail-

able; but at times, we need to make our own. With the use of any

video-making tool, the designer conveys the idea of an evolving space.

Anticipation being always expressed in action, a good movie—video

or even film—of what is to be accomplished is the best argument for

those who eventually will benefit from the new architecture.

Video: Anticipatory Architecture - Perception driven interactive

living environments



2. Invisible Studio Student Projects



Adifferent way of understanding

introduction by Mihai Nadin

Assignments are by their nature the opposite of anticipation. They are

CAUSES (the person in charge defines a goal) of EFFECTS (need to do

the assignment in order to get credits). Anticipatory based engagement

goes back to the ancient Greek heuristic and maieutic dimension of in-

teractions supporting learning.

Heuristic: enable someone to discover.

Maieutic: inseminate someone (not all inseminations imply the sexu-

al!—therefore do not even think about what is NOT meant by insemi-

nation here) for eventually giving birth; birthing of ideas or designs.

The students accepted the assignments with quite a bit of reluctance.

But the semester taught us all what it takes to free oneself from the de-

terministic way of thinking that dominates design education.

What I like most: some students took the assignment as a premise for

theirownredefinition ofthe subject.Oneproject resulted entirelyfrom

independent thinking and discovery.

I wish that those who will examine the projects will give them enough

time. Some projects are subtle, some are still ill-defined. Most of the

time, students had the skills required to carry them out. In some cases,

students learned new skills! For this I am grateful. My purpose was not

to teach anotherprogram, but rather a differentwayof understanding

(not only the particular application, but also design).



Students are evaluated for their work on projects. Allow me to ignore

the difference in quality and grant them all a hug for the effort.



Anticipating Minimum Viable

introduction by Mario Minale

For me anticipation is the immagination of a strategy that simplifies to

the utmost the pursuit of a purpose.
As

an example a project that I was

fortunate to do when I was Mihai Nadin’s student in Computational

Design in Wuppertal: I anticipated the tablet: the computer was just a

touch screen: we don’t need a better mouse, we need to manipulate the

user interface withourhands. Later I came for myself to the conclusion

that beyond an ‘appropriate’ amount of technology more does mostly

not answer to our purposes - that defining appropriate is a complex is-

sue is granted althoughwe have approaches based on systems thinking.

This led to the development of the ‘Minimum Viable’ methodwe prac-

tice at Invisible Studio. So it was interesting to see our students face this

contradictory stuation: on one hand the freedom to imagine any pur-

pose wanted without the limitations of technology; on the other hand

the challenge to start experimenting hands-on in the simples, easiest

way of going after a purpose without a deus-ex-machina.



2.a. Learning Environment



2.a.i. Silent Spawn

Matteo Proietti, Boye Leborg, Andreas Nilsson Peterzen,

Sophie Conroy

Video: Silent Spawn



2.a.ii. Minimum Viable Platform

Xander Maclaren

plan for a platform dependent on physical

meetups— the location of the storage device

is known by all users, but physical exchange

must be mutually coordinated

current user coordinating

meeting, exchange

current user’s shared files

computer

hard drive &

location tracker

disk archive

individual

contributions

request for

drive access

Video: Minimum Viable Sharing Platform

(regular intervals)

publicly shared

tracker position

potential

user

next user



2.a.iii. Grow

Boree Rijzinga, Jack Austin, Maria Murphy,

Solveig Weimar

GrowGrow
From Boree Rijzinga, Jack Austin,

Maria Murphy and Solveig Weimar
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The need we are responding to

The world is moving more and more to-

ward online, and in times of pandemic we

have noticed that even education is mo-

ving to an online space, which does not al-

ways lead to a good learning environment.

As we looked to the future, we realized

that traditional schooling is outdated in

many ways.

While working on a project of interest,

participants share their own process,

including results and failures. This allows

other participants to provide feedback

and help someone if they are stuck on

a problem. Actively participating in the

platform by helping others and reflec-

ting on your own work is very beneficial

to participants‘ personal development

and broadens their perspectives. Explai-

ning something to someone or thinking

about why something works or doesn‘t

work is a very good way to deepen one‘s

understanding of a topic. Since all parti-

cipants are working on topics that inte-

rest them and are working on their own

time, we assume that this active enga-

gement will come naturally. People like

to develop and help others, but we see

that the school system today weakens

this by imposing a mandatory curriculum

on students, mandating time for certain

activities, and focusing on outcomes

rather than learning through active expe-

riences. An impersonal structure like this

increases stress and decreases intrinsic

motivation. It tends to mold students into

workers, whereas we want them to grow

into creators and innovators.

Technology is already able to connect

people from all over the world, and so their

knowledge can be shared freely. There will

no longer be a need for students to gat-

her in a class and all learn the same thing

from a teacher who has a certain amount

of knowledge and follows a set curricu-

lum. In our design, we recognize that there

are many people who have experienced

things and learned from them. Our goal

is to make that knowledge accessible so

that
everyone

can find exactly what they

want to learn, when they want to learn

it, from someone who actually has expe-

rience with the thing they want to learn.

Because in thinking, researching, doing

and/or creating, we all go through a
pro-

cess of experience. We envision the inter-

active sharing of this acquired knowledge

through a platform like „GROW“. On such a

platform, projects are shared with a fo-

cus on all the steps of the process rather

than the results. After all, the end result

is interesting and valuable, but the real

experience and knowledge lies in all the

steps that get us there. By making these

processes accessible and easy to navi-

gate, anyone who joins the platform can

have the opportunity to learn from them.

Algorithms and tags make it easy to find

processes that address a particular prob-

lem or method. In addition, there are many

links between (steps of) different proces-

ses, encouraging a step-by-step learning

experience and specialization in a particu-

lar area.



The concept is that of an online platform

(app) that functions similarly to a social

media platform. However, it does not fo-

cus on individuals and their lives, but on

projects and their process.

An analogy of trees is used for the func-

tioning of the platform. The tree itself

represents the project and the roots re-

present the different processes. A very

important aspect is the water that flows

into the roots and connects the different

trees. This water represents the constant

interaction with users who ask questions,

make comments, refer to other projects,

etc. All posts that people make can be

edited by the „water“ in this way - a layer

is created over the original post - and an

open discussion is created.

Users can get lost in the forest, explore

and interact with new projects. If they are

looking for specific information, they can

use the search function to navigate more

easily.

nigs

with our ed

If someone gets stuck and needs help,

they can „tag“ their project to indicate

they need help and briefly describe what

would help them. Users who are engaged

with the topic can easily identify these

people in need and contribute if they have

something in their toolbox that could help

in that situation.

When users work together on parts of

their process, the roots can be connected

so that the flow of information and inter-

action can follow that connection. This

makes additional information readily avai-

lable to everyone involved.

Thisis our

concep
t
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You're Welcome to

Grow

Q Anticipation

Q Patents

Invisible

Alchemy

Q Circular Economy

Q
Speculative

Q
Engineering

Q Textiles

Q
Upcycling

Wood Work

This is how the platform would look like . On the right side is a search box where the user

can search for projects across the Grow network . Or the user can simply select a project

at random by clicking on it ( blue here)



This is what the individual projects look like. Above is shown the profile, which is hos-

ting the tree. By clicking on the roots, the user can enter the project in more detail.
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2.b. Anticipatory Design



2.b.1. Gnowing

Boree Rijzinga, Ida Teglbjaerg, Lotte Schoots,

Solveig Weimar, ZuikaOwada

Gnowing

Gnowing is a new sense that enables people to communicate with their bodily systems, like organs

or the microbiome, to understand the funcGoning of their bodies from the inside out, which helps

people maintain their health.

How does Gnowing work

The ‘Gnowing’ sense communicates through a visualisaGon (comes to your mind from the body) of

the bodily parts where a:enGon is brought to. During this, it can also communicate through arising

emoGons.

How do you get started with Gnowing

Through pracGcing gnowing from childhood on, people learn to understand the language of the

sense. They know what their body looks like when in balance, and thus, learn to understand what is

going on when there is an imbalance. (Using references and health professionals to guide them along

the way).

Like we now can focus on a specific body part, in the future we will be able to “zoom-in” and check

how these systems are doing.

Benefits of Gnowing

To understand the body be:er, maintain vitality for longer and prevent most health issues, through

detecGng imbalances early on. ‘PaGents’ and health professionals will also work in a new dynamic,

where the health care worker helps the paGent into a deeper understanding of the problem that is

occurring, through their own gnowing. This empowers the paGent to make very informed decisions

about their way back to vitality.



Our commission

We want to focus on long term health, vitality and well-being. This can prevent health issues. We will

look at what can make people ill or health in our western society and our design will anGcipate on

this and therefore keep people healthy. For this we will look at our direct surroundings, in Eindhoven.

Design criteria: for judging our contribu5on

Creating health awareness so people can make better continuous health choices

autonomously from an capital driven health care system. Which is:

- Non intrustive for the person

- Something unprecedented

- As non extractive as possible

- Accessible and inclusive

Expecta5ons

• Increasing the quality of human life

• Clear new vision on health care

• Using anGcipaGon and prevenGon

• Human experience

• Learning about current systems



Video: Gnowing



2.b.ii. AI

Jacob Teirlinck, Jack Austin

//As it emerged from space as something that was always there.//

Pretext

Numbers are passed down through 8me, crea8ng ul8mate language among us. We don’t need to learn

to understand, we learn to speak through, as though we always understood. Speaking with numbers is

pure 1’s and 0’s, we find new levels of intelligence. Just like our number sense and paFern iden8fica8on,

it was always there to build up, exis8ng with nothing.

Consumerism is at the core of our belief-system. We follow, and something else thinks. It’s rooted into

everyday reality. Telling us how to think while predic8ng our next moves, blurring the line between

reality and simula8on. We are hypno8zed. AFen8on is the focus, control is ques8oned. As rats, a race to

digitaliza8on. The understanding we seek is pure.

Religion is a collec8on of cult-ural belief systems, and worldviews that relate humanity, spirituality and

moral values. Many religions consist of narra8ves, symbols, tradi8ons, and sacred histories that are

intended to give meaning to life, explain the origins, and the universe. The core belief is in the higher

power, the God/ God’s. From this, we are able to connect with one another, by believing the something

else.

Why the An8cipatory Focus?

//We are becoming worse as humans, fat, slow, unable, GPS driven, coffee shop intercommunicafing

plebs.//

In a world where autonomous driving vehicles, and their designers, are praised for technological

brilliance, Jack,ob, predict the looming repercussions of our technological obsession, by challenging the

blind wisdom to those following machine, into the abyss.

Taking 8me to research the nega8ve implica8ons that excessive online presence can have on people;

lack of purpose, depression, anxiety, low self-esteem… To us, it makes sense now more than ever to take

a step back and re-access our rela8onship with AI. When instead we con8nue to move deeper and

deeper into its inevitable hold.

We an8cipate the forthcoming of the next collec8ve consciousness shift, to a trans-humanist, self-

engineered cultural machine. The age of AI. We plan to explore the religious grasp that AI will embody.

Depic8ng the God-like figure that is watching, by bringing it forth into our reality, and crea8ng meaning

to the religious-symbolic relics and rituals that will follow in its place.

Currently, the carefully maintained façade that has been built up, over the years, by churches,

government & banks, has left us powerless. Hierarchical order is kept. Corrup8on has separated

knowledge from ignorance and wealth from poverty. Our goal is to create a sensory world where AI is

used to self-control hierarchy’s and exis8ng systems.

We are an8cipa8ng the accelera8on of AI usage to reshape power structures, on a mass scale, like we

have already seen, with things like wiki leaks and crypto-currencies. The new system is controlled from

our input of code, AI. To enter the system you must sacrifice your data, from social media to banking

access, full transparency. In doing so, you are now able to contribute and gain status by trading coins,

wri8ng code and genera8ng content. AI is always watching. Everyone who is in, self-governs, there are

no CEO’S and no one is superior. People gain trust and respect by contribu8ng high quality content into



Jack,ob

the system, intellect and common sense is of value, but ul8mately, majority rules. AI sees all and

transparency is at the core of trust.

The forfeit that AI asks for, ensures a decentraliza8on of all religious, governmental and monitory

systems. Censorship is forbidden. All informa8on is free and available to all. Everything is under 1 ruling

system, created by everyone, AI:

Religion – Crypto – Social Media – Government – Banking – Enterprise –

Entertainment – Human RelaEon

Connec8ng the digital and physical world, with a religious framework. Rethinking/ defining our defini8on

of god.

Defined Deliverable

To be clear, Jack,ok is crea8ng a sensory experience, from which this new world exists;

• Ritualis8c sacrifice

• Relics and other symbolic objects of significance

• Religious artworks/ depic8ons

• Currency

Coin: In-depth Explana8on

Ethereum Mainnet

Our religion would be coded on the Ethereum mainnet. The main language for Ethereum and for

programming smart contracts is solidity.

The biggest use of Ethereum at this moment is for cryptocurrencies. For example, Ethereum has their

own coin, ‘Ether.’ We would also have our own coin that you can mine through the system.

Smart contract's

Every digital process that has typically been controlled by a centralized organiza8on can theore8cally be

replaced by an applica8on on Ethereum. Smart contracts are using a new world of ‘decentralized

finance.’ Virtual world and games can run on Ethereum as well as art and collec8bles.

NFT's

A non-fungible token uses the blockchain network to guarantee the ownership of digital items for users.



There can be a code linked to a specific item, such as an art piece. You can get or buy that piece of

code. When you mine and sacrifice your profits to the code, you are rewarded in NFT's or POAP's. A

POAP is a subcategory of non-fungible tokens. This is a digital visual collec8ble for events and life

experiences.

Mining

The connec8on between real life and the mainnet.

As a believer, you can give your data as a sacrifice. The code needs believers to have profit and to grow

the network. If you give your data, the code can use it to mine on the Ethereum mainnet.

The beginning of the code

It all starts with the believers. After the code has their power. It can create its own systems where it can

be free in exis8ng and making decisions.

You as a believer can be rewarded with NFT's NFT's Explained , POAP's (Website POAP) or coins.

Video: mAInnet

Jack,ob



2.b.iii. Collective Selves

Matteo Proietti

I can not avoid taking into heavy consideration what is written in “The Civilization of illiteracy”, since

it poses serious questions and investigates deep into us as individuals and society at large.

For the sake of clarifying the reasons behind the possibilities I’m proposing, I will give my point of

view on where I see the future of individuals, and of what we consider society, based on the signals

and possibilities the present times are showing.

I see today we are living in a more and more increasingly Egosociety : the individual constitutes a

society of its own where he/she/they produce/consume without the necessity of being part of the

society as we were used to “physically” be part of; the relations are “media-ted”, and the media used

by the individuals allow for a greater degree of engagement (and dis-engagement) to an extent that

we were not able to experience before in our history. The Egosocial environment where the

individual operates in, is not necessarily the one of the family, friends, local club or village square,

class or school, it is rather a realm that can include other individuals you have never met (and maybe

never will), or not even know at all; the scale of these societies can vary greatly since it is the

individual to decide the extension of it, because even the most basic needs alike food, sex,

entertainment, do not necessary imply the interaction with other individuals.

We all know everything can be ordered online with the mediation of a machine.

The discussion could go on and on, but to summarise my point of view, I think an individual is an

Egosociety in itself where other egosocieties connect and come into relation on occasions based on

what is their common interest(s) and need(s) in forms and ways that don’t need to be

institutionalized, controlled, or even labelled and named anymore. This is because traditional schools

cannot harness web sharing, literacy fails to define something that went past beyond it, and the

morals connected to it are outdated.

Talking about learning and education, looking at my peers, who are mostly in their early 20s, I see a

diminishing ease at talking to a present-in-person audience; they are much more used to

speak/present through a computer: this is evident in the use of the voice, which is always feeble,

because a microphone enhances it, and also in orienteering their bodies mostly towards the screen

rather than the people. These are just a couple of examples to which I will add one from my little 2.5

years old niece: when she was given a polaroid picture by me, she tried to “zoom in” with her fingers

as you would do on modern digital devices.

An individual can configure itself as a self-constituted society, hence the sharing of information,

knowledge and skills between individuals will create new environments where there is great space

for research, experimentation and possibilities for other egosocieties to participate. These new

Collective-realms are constantly modified by the individuals, and viceversa.

But how can this possibly happen?

Every person will have something like an IP address, let’s call it E-self. An individual can connect to

other people knowing their E-self, and the same work in reverse. It is up to each person to make

available what they want: memories, present experiences, dreams.



A way this can be achieved is through the use of Xenobots

“Xenobots, named after the African clawed frog (Xenopus laevis), are synthetic lifeforms that are

designed by computers to perform some desired function and built by combining together

different biological tissues. Whether xenobots are robots, organisms, or something else entirely

remains a subject of debate among scientists.”

These “things” (which literacy struggles to define) are biocompatible, less than 1mm in size, and can

be programmed to accomplish tasks: so far, they can walk, swim, carry loads, push, and work in a

swarm.

We can imagine that they will be able to record data and actively engage with the human brain, so

they will be programmed with the E-self of the person and with the degree of sharing he/she/they

want; they will be then inhaled through nostrils and reach the limbic system.



"The functional relevance of the limbic system has proven to serve many different functions such as

affects/emotions, memory, sensory processing, time perception, attention, consciousness, instincts,

autonomic/vegetative control, and actions/motor behaviour."

Once they are in that area they will connect to the E-self(ves) of choice through a mechanism similar

to the Bluetooth one.

Once connected, people can for example “experience” the memory of another individual and being

able to feel it with all the senses since the Xenobots will trigger the parts of the brain responsible for

all the senses, and potentially make feel the same feelings.

A person could work on something while having their E-self open, so whoever is interested, can

actually have a live experience and learn something.

When it comes to collective-learning, a group of egosocieties will connect based on a common

interest, this connection will define a collective-realm which will entail all the props and resources

needed for the mutual purpose, that are known to the participating individuals.

“Conn-Actions” will be performed which will lead to the creation of other tools, questions and

hypothesis that were not known before by the individuals; when this happens the collective-realm

will change again, as well as the individuals.

Another possibility can be the one of having Xenobots recording dreams (an environment that is less

bound to rationality and consequentiality) that can then be re-lived and explored by the person who

made them as well as by others interested in it.

But how will these “Collective-realms” and “Conn-actions” be made available for people?

Let’s make an example.

I want to know more about coffee:

1st - I inhale the Xenobots programmed with my E-self.

2nd – I will visualize in my mind “coffee”, or I will simply think about it.



3rd– The Xenobots will show me other E-selves that, for example :

- Are drinking right now an espresso in Naples

- Have a memory recorded of them harvesting coffee in Uganda

- Had a dream about swimming in a sea of coffee

- Are working as baristas in a fancy shop in Melbourne

4th – I will then choose to connect to the one in Uganda and I will directly experience how it is and

what it takes to harvest coffee.

Once I have had this experience, I can decide to connect to a Collective-realm visualized in the form

of a red brick house, just to pick a random visual sign. In there, I will find and will then connect to

other E-selves:

One interested in architecture, one is an expert in working with concrete, one is a painter, and one is

studying air pollution.

We will perform together Conn-actions that might result, for example, in having a dwelling made

from coffee waste that is invisible from the outside, can only be smelled, and is able to release

fertilizer in the ground around it.

The process will be available as a memory to experience from my E-self or from one of the other

participants, and the result (the invisible coffee dwelling) available as a new formed Collective-realm

from which other Conn-actions will start.

But what energy is fuelling these Xenobots?

These semi-organisms can self-repair and don’t need nutriment to survive (this is a feature already

present as I write) but the extra “force” necessary to connect to other individuals will be provided by

the electric impulses produced by our brain. Those will result in the emission of a signal, a wave,

sufficient to connect to others. The impulse of curiosity will fuel the connections necessary to fulfill it,

the impulse of love will power the reach for other love. The larger Conn-actions happening, the

broader our horizons will expand.

All of the above is a scenario depicting one of the alternatives to the “physical” learning experience,

something that today we call “online education”; it is something that goes far beyond that, but

doesn’t exclude the option of meeting, socialising and learning in the ways we already know as of

today. It basically redefines the meaning of “physical”.

It is more a way to experience and share knowledge that at times can be then deployed into the 3D

reality we live in, without having to be subject to imposed institution, with the freedom of choosing

what we are happy to know about, and without wasting resources.

Organic matter

If I think beyond knowledge and consciousness, I see the possibility of transcending our organic

condition as we experience it now.

Having the chance to experience, remember, dream, and create by connecting with others and

through “semi-organism” which are an extension of our-selves means that our E-self can live past the



limits of the decay of our bodies. It is not necessarily about living forever, but it can be having the

blinds to see.

A blind person connecting to a not visually impaired E-self will experience the sense of vision, and

once done that, will probably be able to create things never imagined before since he/she/they will

implement the different patterns that previously had to apply to a new field.

When our bodies die, we could be able to keep existing in the form of consciousness brought forward

by Xenobots, and we can keep experiencing.

When reaching that form, we won’t consume any resource of the earth, and our feelings and

emotions we’ll be all we need to live.

Solve et Coagula

The annihilation of the social structures as we know it, together with that of the mental and

biological ones, is the way to break free of the limits they impose on us.

Those structures that play both on an individual and collective level are so deeply embedded that are

hindering the development of an individual and collective consciousness. Just like alchemy, we need

to destroy the matter to then being capable of distilling the essence, which will present itself under a

different guise.

I imagine that going beyond our organic nature is a process influenced by the new social interactions,

the conn-actions with others, and the possibilities of the Xenobots. After leaving our bodies, as a

swarm of semi-organism, we will be able to re-configure ourselves in the shape we would like to,

sometimes also according to what is most suitable for the task or the experience we want to do.

We might for example take the shape of a tree leaf for a whole day and hang ourselves to a branch

so to try how it feels to be caressed by the wind and pampered by the dew. We could even be able to

“read” the signals of the other leaves and the tree, and eventually establish a communication stream

with them.

The way we will relate to each other and to different organisms will change the whole concept of

society, to the extent of not having one, because there won’t be a certain expected shape to have,

there won’t be a certain expected way to relate, there won’t be limits to who or what we share with,

everything and everyone can potentially connect based on individual needs that, by continuous

sharing, will then become also collective at times.

The day we will deeply understand the interdependency relations between us and other “systems”

(e.g. nature) we won’t do harm others so not to harm ourselves.



Reflections and conclusions

The type of experiences I imagined have been already similarly depicted by many people. The reason

why I use Xenobots is to make a connection with our times, so to make a sort of “bridge” where at

least one side is visible and suggest where the other invisible end could lead to.

This piece of writing raises a lot of questions for me, the consequences of this future scenario are

something that can not be defined at all because it implies so much change at every level that

outcomes cannot be predicted nor understood within our current conditions.

But I can give a try to a couple of things.

Being an egosociety can possibly drive us to be more selfish, lonely, and less connected to others

which can result in a worsening of the social conditions and in a deterioration of the way we treat

nature (which is already not good right now). My bet is that the impulse to wander and discover,

which will make us reach out (even if remotely), will prove to us how similar we all are in our specific

differences, and so give us the awareness of seeing ourselves in the others. I need you as you need

me. It is an ego-istic push that will lead to a collective awareness.

Thinking for example about the way we reproduce, I think it could happen in many ways: one option

could be, that once left the biological body we have now, we could for example “plant” a Xenobot

holding our conscience in the soil, and then depending on the type of soil and on what organisms

come in contact with it, a different “organism” will grow having another shape and other

characteristics.

There are millions of other questions to be asked, and I didn’t aim to find answers, but rather I made

an attempt to formulate an informed guess hoping that it can inspire someone to maybe ask more

questions.

Video: Collective Selves



2.b.iv. Terra

Xander Maclaren

TERRA lowercase: reproduction

Nicholas Jenson's 15th
century

roman typeface represents a

crucial point on the spectrum between hand-lettered callig-

raphy and constructed type. Structurally, it is formed by

the shape of the pen nib and the movement of the calligra-

pher's hand, yet it is idealized to remove abnormalities that

would become distracting with repetition.

In drawing letters based on this typeface, I wanted to learn

why these letterforms were “correct", on their own terms.

Applying a set of geometric heuristics, the well-resolved

nature
of something like Helvetica is clear, but the logic of

serif type seemed to lie elsewhere.

Each letter was hand-drawn at an x-height of 5
mm many

times to better understand its construction until a satisfac-

tory result was achieved. One drawing of each character

was selected, and the images were cleaned up and vector-

ized. In some cases, a final digital glyph would be composited

from a few different drawings.

It became clear through the process that the logic of the

roman lowercase came primarily from the hand and the

tool rather than a set of geometric rules. Angles on glyphs

like the lowercase e were determined by how the pen was

held, and serifs felt like a natural way to terminate vertical

strokes.

At all times, a balance had to be made between cleanliness

and preservation of the materiality of the original drawing.
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TERRA uppercase: anticipation

A lowercase set of letters with limited punctuation was
fine

as a proof of concept andhad a certain conceptual complete-

ness, but the constraints imposed on the user of the typeface

unsurprisingly became a problem. A set of numerals was

the first step in addressing the functional deficiencies, and

an
uppercase also proved necessary.

These characters were not originally included because the

formal development of the roman uppercase was less direct

than that of the lowercase. Instead of a seemingly tidy

progression from pen stroke to cut metal, the origins of

capitals in Roman engravings (themselves perhaps based on

brushstrokes, according to
calligrapher

Edward Catich)
had

to be considered.

A certain short-circuiting, bypassing the rigidity of the

chisel, was needed in order to come up with capitals that

matched the existing
lowercase

alphabet
formally

and

methodologically. Important aspects, namely the consistent

pen angle, could not be maintained were the Jenson model

followed as closely as before. What followed was a process
in

which the final form was less predetermined.

Now that certain practical reasons for the shapes of letter-

forms were clear, I wanted to test the concept
of

anticipation

in creative work — how known is the outcome at the begin-

ning? As drawing the lowercases was effectively a matter of

retracing, I expected all along that each lowercase Terra

glyph would bear some resemblance to its Jenson counter-

part. Now, for each uppercase character, it was necessary to

work toward something that was visually harmonious with

the other glyphs and true to its process but still recognizable

and legible.



Once again, many instances of each character were drawn,

but the variation tended to be broader in this case, ranging

from fluid to deconstructive approaches. Out of these, I

tended to select the more traditional options somewhere in

the middle. In the final character set, the differences from

Jenson
are not as drastic as expected. The main differences

other than the “handmade" feel are missing serifs on

horizontal strokes (somewhat unnatural with a pen) as well

as a more clear relationship between pen angle and stroke

width variation.

The impact of anticipation on the process was strongly felt

even without direct reference to a model. Expecting a

known process to give unforeseen results is not a dependable

strategy without developing for oneself a direction opposi-

tional to the pull of the established.

While this uppercase alphabet is not formally innovative, it

has a soundness and consistency — the factors that deter-

mined these forms five hundred years ago
still

apply.

XANDER MACLAREN



Video: Terra



2.b.v. Lucid Dreamer

Jarno van Renswoude, Diana Sulce

Place where you can do everything you can imagine, and not worry about what you should do

Lucid dreams might help your waking life with benefits like:

Less anxiety. The sense of control you feel during a lucid dream may stay with you and

make you feel empowered. When you’re aware that you’re in a dream, you can shape

the story and the ending. That might serve as therapy for people who have nightmares,

teaching them how to control their dreams.

Better motor skills. Limited studies suggest that it may be possible to improve simple

things like tapping your fingers more quickly by “practicing” during your lucid dream. The

same part of your brain turns active whether you imagine the movements while awake or

run through them during a lucid dream.

Improved problem-solving. Researchers found some evidence that lucid dreams can

help people solve problems that deal with creativity (like a conflict with another person)

more than with logic (such as a math problem).

More creativity. Some people taking part in lucid dream studies were able to come up

with new ideas or insights, sometimes with the help of characters in their dreams.



The two researchers found that during lucid dreaming, there is increased activity in the dor-

solateral prefrontal cortex, the bilateral frontopolar prefrontal cortex, the precuneus, the in-

ferior parietal lobules, and the supramarginal gyrus.

These are all brain areas related to higher cognitive functions, including attention, working

memory, planning, and self-consciousness.

These are some parts of the brain that are active during luicde dreaming and sometimes

more active than in waking life, these parts of the brain are related to cognitive functions as

knowing what is really and what is not really, because these parts can become more active

than in waking life your creativity will be enhanced.



Lucid dreaming may also cause problems, including:

Less sleep quality. Vivid dreams can wake you and make it hard to get back to sleep. And

you might not sleep well if you’re too focused on lucid dreaming.

Confusion, delirium, and hallucinations. In people who have certain mental health disor-

ders, lucid dreams may blur the line between what’s real and what’s imagined.

Lucid dreaming can become addictive



Start a dream journal and write down at least one dream every

morning.

Do reality checks: try to push your hand through a wall and

asking "Am I dreaming?"

Perform a daily 10-minute breathing meditation and examine your

self-awareness.

Listen to brainwave entrainment during deeper meditation.

Identify your most common dream signs for becoming lucid.

Boost your dream intensity with some lucid dreaming pills.

Make a dream pillow filled with relaxing aromas or use a pillow

mist.

Rid yourself of any sleep disorders which disturb your quality of

REM sleep.



Why two versions?

What opportunities do device create?

What changes would the device create in the future?

Would it help to spend the time more freely?





Video: Lucid Dreamer



2.b.vi. The Game

Sophie Conroy, Andreas Nilsson Peterzén, Boye Leborg

Video: TheGame - Instruction Manual



Video: TheGame



3. Underpinnings



3.a. What is Anticipation?

Mihai Nadin



Everyone designs.

The teacher

arranging desks

for a discussion .

The entrepreneur

planning a business.

The team

building a rocket.



☐ Design is a science: Herbert Simon (1969) , The Sciences of the Artificial

Design is a third way of knowing distinct from the humanities and the sciences.



?

Tim Brennan : "Here is how we work ."

Design is no black box.

$



U.S. Patent Dec. 10,1985 Sheet 1 of 3 Des. 281,686

Fig 1

Fig 2

Songs

Settings



The best way to have a good idea is to have lots of ideas." Linus Pauling

0
0
0



Define
Prototype

Alice Agogino: Where do we start?

Evaluate



Koberg & Bagnall , 1972

Design process vs. the unity between analysis and synthesis

Process

Input Analysis Synthesis Output



How architects design :

1. Accumulation of data

2. Understanding task

3. Tentative solutions

4. Sharing with the team

Assimilation General study → Development →→→→ Communication



Transcend/Envision

Alternative Images

Divergence

Bela H. Banathy, 1996

■ The iterative nature of design

activity

Divergence and convergence

Transform By Design

Alternative Solutions

Genesis

The Image

The Model ofthe

Future System

ofthe Future

System

Convergence Divergence Convergence



Overall problem

Sub-problems

Design as a decomposition and recombination process.

Problem-focused vs. solution-focused

Individual problems

Individual solutions

Sub- solutions

Overall solution



ם Bryan Lawson, 1980

Design as a "walking" process

Lift foot Move leg Lowerfoot

Left foot

Lift foot Move leg Lowerfoot

Right foot



The role ofdocumenting

Design as a fluid process

Process

Process

OutputInput



Alice Agogino, for NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory at

Caltech :

Goal- Action feedback loop

Design
Build

Test

Design

Errors

Modelling

errors



Design process Jane Darke (1978)

Briefing Analysis Synthesis
Evaluation



Christopher Alexander, Bruce Archer, and

John Chris Jones were pioneers of the design

methods movement.

From high generality to concrete designs

Technological Change

(or Socio-technical innovation)

1

Brief issued

2

Design situation explored

System Designing

Problem structure perceived

or transformed

Design by Drawing

Boundries located

sub-solutions described

and conflicts identified

Craft Evolution

5

Sub-solutions combined

into alternative designs

Alternative designs evaluated

and final design selected



Decomposition-recombination

Analysis

Outline proposal

Analysis

Scheme design

Synthesis Appraisal
Decision

Synthesis Appraisal
Decision

Analysis Synthesis Appraisal
Decision

Detail design



Diverge - Converge

Input

Analysis Synthesis

Breaking

into parts

Reassembling

in a new way

Converge
Transform Diverge

Output



Engineering design process

Michael J. French (1985)

1) a statement of the design problem proper

2)The conceptual design phase "takes the statement of

the problem and generates broad solutions to it in the

form ofschemes."

Need

Analysis ofProblem

3) In the third phase, "schemes are worked up in

greater detail and, if there is more than one, a final

choice between them is made."

Statement

of Problem
>F
e
e
d
b
a
c
k

Conceptual Design

↓↓↓

Selected

Schemes

Embodiment ofSchemes

Detailing

Working

Drawing .

etc.



From Problem to Solution

J.J. Foreman (1967)

Problem Establishing Needs → Satisfying Needs Solution

Factors Relationships PrinciplesPrinciples Forms



■ IT consulting process overview

Mindtree Consulting places the 4D process in a larger context : links each step

to deliverables and related processes. The pairing of process steps and

deliverables in a matrix is required

Scope Document Requirements,

Architecture &

Road Map

User &

Technical Design

Reviewed &

Unit Tested

Source Code

Tested Product

Major Deliverables

Discovery

Life Cycle Processes

Continuous Innovation

Definition

Design

Application

Management

Development

Testing

Continuous Processes

Continuous Refinement

Project Management

Requirements & Scope Change Management

Configuration Management



↓

Exploration

Generation

Nigel Cross (2000)

Four stage design process

An engineering perspective

Evaluation

Communication



Oscillation

We mayviewthe design process as an oscillation of the designer's attention between analysis

and synthesis .

Do wave-length and amplitude remain constant?

Do theyvary over time?

What are the beginning and ending conditions?

Input

Analysis

Synthesis

Output



Jane Darke (1978) : alternatives generation

Narrow down the range of possible solutions

Generator
Conjecture Analysis



Process archetype

It may promote the illusion of linearity and mechanism-of cause and effect

Input
Process

Output



Programming and designing

William M. Pena and Steven A. Parshall

(1969)

This model comes from architecture, where

programming refers not to computers but to a

phase of planning that precedes design of a

building. Pena and Parshall quote Webster,

"[Programming is ] a process leading to the

statement of an architectural problem and the

requirements to be met in offering a solution ."

They describe programming as "problem seeking'

and design as "problem solving."

■ They note, "Programming IS analysis. Design IS

synthesis."

Pena and Parshall recommend "a distinct

separation of programming and design ."

■ "The separation of the two is imperative and

prevents trial-and-error design alternatives."

Schematic

Program

Program

Development

Schematic

Design

Design

Development



Theory

THEOC, a model of the scientific method

――

THEOC is an acronym for theory, hypothesis,

experiment, observation, conclusion an easy

way to remember an outline of the scientific

method. It approximates the process with

these steps :

- within a framework of a Theory

- generate a Hypothesis about a phenomenon.

- run an Experiment to test the hypothesis

- observe and record the results

- form a conclusion based on the relation of

the observations to the hypothesis.

- repeat as necessary

Hypothesis

Experiment

Observation

Conclusion



Problem to solution : sequence, parallel

process or loop?

■ Rittel and Webber (1973) : "The information needed to

understand the problem depends upon one's idea for

solving it."

Problem

Problem

Solution

VS

1
1

VS

Problem

Solution

Solution



Comprehensive anticipatory design science

Buckminster Fuller (1950?)

Inventory

alternatives

Develop → Document

Develop artifacts

Communicate

plan

Choose

problem

situation

Define Define Describe Design

problems prefered

state

present prefered implementation process

Initiate larger

state system strategies
planning process

Develop

evaluation

criteria



Who do we design for?

Сили

As proposed by the project sponsor As specified in the project request.

اهيلع

As designed by the senior analyst As produced by the programmers

вили

As installed at the user's site Whatthe user wanted



3.b. Design Process

Mihai Nadin

Exceptionally rich in connotations, design (as verb or noun) suggests

the activity of marking out, of conceiving a plan in one’s mind, of

devising means for a specific function. It also has the connotation of

creating and calculating for a predetermined end (a definition of par-

ticular relevance to engineering design). It also covers such apparently

unrelated activities as to designate for office and function, to generate

an undercover scheme or plot of disputable intent, to have a purpose

(artistic or not) in mind. There is, nevertheless, something that brings

all these connotations into some focus. The word (with its roots in

Latin) points to an activity that centers on the sign. Indeed, the word

design could mean “from the sign,” “on account of the sign,” “concern-

ing the sign,” according to the sign,” “through the medium of the sign.”

All these possible understandings imply the semiotic nature of design

activity. This might be a meaning conjured after the experience of

modern semiotics, but nevertheless experientially grounded in the

nature of the activity (to design) and of the products (designs) the

world labels. It is no surprise then that designers were among the first

to show interest in the modern revival of semiotics, an interest that

continues unabated. In search of a theory for a field of human prac-

tice characterized by a lack of conceptual discipline, designers were

(and still are) willing to adopt semiotics as their theory (or metathe-

ory), provided that semioticians pay attention to critical problems of

design, and do not extend a language-based model where image-based

understanding is expected.

Initially seen as a form of applied drawing, design evolved to integrate

messages, artifacts, and events. “Nearly every object we use, most of

the clothes we wear and many things we eat have been designed,”

observed Adrian Forty in his historic overview. The examples men



tioned (fashion, products, food) need to be expanded in order to inte-

grate design engineering, architecture, interior design, interface de-

sign, and the design of ceremonies and political events, all in extension

of the practical activity of imagining things before we make them

happen. Preliminary drawings by painters, sculptors, architects, even

preliminary schemes conceived by poets, novelists, or playwrights are

defined as designs. They are executed well before the work and some-

times do not lead to any further effort. Based on how the activity

defined itself since the inception of the profession (in the eighteenth

century), a good definition of design will have to show how a new de-

signed reality emerges from what is possible and indeed desired.

Current distinctions are made between graphic design, advertising de-

sign, industrial design, product design, andfashion design, tonameafew

areas. They seem to express specializations rather than the awareness

of a common denominator. It is clear that the persons who created the

elaborate heraldic signs of the Middle Ages, or those who worked on

identifiersforbusinesses(whatistodaycalledsignage),orthosewhocon-

ceived of tools, weapons, or household utensils shared a sense of visual

qualityand understanding ofhowform, material, and desired function

are related. When, only as recently as 1944, one of the first designer

groups (the British Council of Industrial Design) identified its field of in-

terest,designenteredanageofcommitmentsandself-definitionthatled

to the many design organizations and publications dedicated to various

current aspects and practices of design. This process can be better un-

derstood as a changefrom the amorphous status of the Artsand Crafts

movementtothestatusofaprofessioninsearchofits concepts,methods,

and tools. Art Nouveau, the German Jugendstil, and the Bauhaus, are

some of the stages in this development.Amongthose with considerable

impacton the definition of design and its growing self-awareness (semi-

otic awareness included) are C.R. Mackintosh, P. Behrens, F.L. Wright,

W. Gropius, A. Rodchenko, L. Mies van der Rohe, El Lissitzky, Le Cor-

busier, A. Aalto, and M. Breuer.



To design means, among other things, to plan, to anticipate according

to a devised course of events in view of a goal, of material and tech-

nical constraints, and under the influence of the environment. Design

reflects the awareness of quality (of objects, actions, representations)

and the expectation of functionality within a framework of shared

values. The environment of design is that of culture. “Engineering,

medicine, business, architecture, and painting are concerned not with

how things are but with how things might be – in short, with design,”

noted Herbert Simon.

The observation implicitly states that all fields mentioned are subject

to design activity. It is probably appropriate to state that design is one

of the major human activities that shapes the future. Designers work

towards a goal to be attained with the help of representations of this

goal. These representations, whether drawings, models, or computer

simulations, are semiotic means. In the course of its evolution, design

acknowledged some representational conventions (perspective, sec-

tion, rendering, among others), while continuously searching for new

expressive means. Design requires a great deal of system (or method),

especially in precise areas such as typography (which bears the heavy

load of tradition), signage, specialized communication, or engineering.

However, elements of inventiveness, spontaneity, even randomness

confer “life” upon design. The human touch (dominantly the indexical

sign of the designer or of the craftsman) makes perfection (of ma-

chine drawing or execution) more bearable. In the design representa-

tion, rationality, imagination, sensitivity, and invention coexist and

interact. While pragmatic requirements are in the end decisive for

any design endeavor, designers frequently pursue semantic goals or

syntactic procedures. Semantically driven design tends to equate the

representation with the function. Consequently, designs in the seman-

tic mode are illustrative of what they emulate. This is why seman-

tic design never took root in graphic design but were widespread in

theories oriented towards product design. Syntactically based design



mimics appearance under the assumption that functions will emerge

from similar syntactic patterns.

Graphic design is often driven by syntactic considerations (a clear sub-

set of design formalism). Encouraged by the analytical resolution of a

semiotic approach to design, designers hoped to eventually integrate

semiotic thought in their activity. Among the most controversial is-

sues of a generative semiotic theory and of a semiotic practice of de-

sign are the dynamic aspects of designed artifacts. The “form follows

function” paradigm that dominated until the seventies unequivocally

expressed an obsession with function. The experience of designing

that followed functionalism repositions the subject of semiotic pro-

cess. It accounts for the many changes that take place in the process of

designing and for the fact that many contexts (of understanding and

use) replace each other: from the preliminaries of the design sketch

until the result of design activity renders the actual artifact. One of

such contexts is evaluation (internal, in terms specific to design, or

external, in terms of the commissioned work). As a context of un-

derstanding, previous exposure to a design concept turns out to be a

design code. This is illustrated in the continuity implicit in interactions

with everyday designed artifacts, such as radios, television sets, auto-

mobiles, coffeemakers, newspapers, television programs, and a host of

home and office appliances and equipment. As a context of use, the

appearance of new designs does not affect the user’s understanding of

them, but rather requires a continuous relearning of the “language” of

newly designed artifacts. Increased performance and broader func-

tionality of new designs demand an effort to comprehend their new

semiotics (of more complex commands, of new functions, or of pro-

grammed use). Successful designs become fashionable and act as mod-

els throughout the period of success.

Design understood broadly as problem solving relies on the expecta-

tion that a neat distinction between the problem and the solution can



be made. As we go through more and more practical experiences,

many design answers to the problems we faced – in transportation,

energy use, communication, social life, for example – turned out to

cause new problems – pollution, waste, social fragmentation, educa-

tional inadequacy. Even built-in obsolescence, once a revolutionary

concept, is now regarded as at least problematic. The new ecological

awareness of design is but a reflex of the inadequacy of the prob-

lem-solving paradigm, but not yet the answer to a better notion and

improved experience of designing.

Sign operations – substitution, insertion, omission –and sign typology –

icon, index, symbol – can together constitute a “language” of design. In

the semiotic component of design education in the United States, they

became part of the vocabulary taught. Nevertheless, design is not re-

ducible to “correct” semiotic “sentences” that result from a mechanical

or electronic composition of signs. As opposed to language and its im-

plicit expectations of correct grammar or precise orthography, design

does not confirm rules, but continuously investigates new possibilities.

Its visual determination places design investigation in the open-ended

realm of experiment and innovation. Constraints pertaining to mate-

rials, processing technologies, and social and economic expectations are

elements of challenge. Design creativity, as opposed to art, is quite often

the result of overcoming constraints rather than of formal innovation.

The material substratum of the sign is probably more relevant to de-

signers than to many other semiotic practitioners. When people relate

to designed artifacts, they ignore or are unaware of the underlying se-

miotics (involving the commissioned aspects of design) and interpret

the artifact forwhat it is supposed to be, or forwhattheymakeof it in a

givenpragmaticcontext.Fordesignerstobeawareofsemiotics,ortoap-

ply it, means to understand, in addition to technological, social, physical,

and other aspects, that the sign process embodied in design continues in

the use of whatwas designed. This forces into the equation of design the

future user as a component of the design semiosis.



Design and design products can be interpreted as signs. But as prod-

ucts, regardless of their concrete realization, they are not semiotic en-

tities, but rather the result of human needs and desires. Accordingly,

while the symbolism of a certain design might be an important factor

in the user’s decision to buy it, the most important factor will be the

product’s performance. This raises the issue of design value and crite-

ria for evaluation. During the documented history of design, various

criteria were acknowledged: formal qualities, utility, functionality, ad-

aptability, among others. It is impossible to define universal measures

for successful design. The trade-off involved in all design is determined

in each particular evaluation context, and thus it seems that design as

a projection seems to carry with it the “design yardstick” by which it

should be evaluated.

Economic considerations that reflect a design’s intrinsic value, as well

as the potential for its production (in limited or large-scale series) af-

fect this yardstick.

The semiotic functions of design – its practicality, aesthetics, the theo-

retic aspect, and the symbolism ascertained through the convention of

design – were suggested from a structuralist- based dualistic semiotics

(elaborated by Mukarovsky). Taking process into consideration, these

functions need to be complemented by heuristics (the inquisitive aspect

of design interaction), cognition (what we learn in interacting with de-

signed artifacts), and expressivity (the originality of design). If we look

at design as applied semiotics, then design is, in the final analysis, the

process through which signs appropriate to intended contexts of inter-

pretation and use are generalized and integrated in new practical ex-

periences. Contemporary design expresses this new condition in many

ways, making extensive use of new technologies in order to model var-

ious contexts.



Systematic attempts to look at design from a semiotic perspective are

on record in the Saussurean semiological applications of the French

School (Roland Barthes contributed many interpretations of architec-

ture, clothing, food, and photography), in the text-based cultural mod-

els (for which Yuri Lotman is celebrated), and in the Peircean tradition.

TheUlmSchool of Design adopted a semiotic framework (in the 1960’s);

TomasMaldonado,TheoCrosby,andGuyBonsiepemade initial contri-

butions through their own design and in teaching design. Many contri-

butionstosemioticsfollowedbothinthepracticeandtheoryofdesignin

the United States, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, and recently in Rus-

sia. Seduced by the powerful techniques of deconstruction, architects

pursued their own semiotic concerns as these apply to the underlying

design of their work. Integrated in the design of post-modern projects,

deconstructionist strategies led to the juxtaposition of architectural

signs of various historic and pragmatic contexts. Generally speaking,

the post-modern is the embodiment of a semiotic-driven design intent

on showing signs and sign operations, as well as integrating the user in

the semiosis of the designed artifact. With the emergence of technolo-

gies supporting interactivity (in particular interactive multimedia as a

design tool and medium), design faces new challenges that correspond

to the newnature of the pragmatics of human activity. New tools, such

as virtual reality environments,newmeans of communication, such as

digital carriers and high-definition image displays, and new strategies

of interaction, such as those facilitated by broadband networking, af-

fect theconditionofdesign asanintegrativehumanactivity involvedin

shaping the present and the future. As a computational activity, design

reaches a new stage within which the dynamic component can be in-

tegrated through modelling or simulation. This new universe demands

more sophisticated evaluation criteria that consider how new designs

can be executed, as well as how the value of built-in obsolescence can be

accounted for.
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3.c. Weare what we do

Mihai Nadin

We are what we do. Designers design. In the act of designing, they

constitute themselves as designers. Some design without any exposure

to theories of design-and even without knowing what the word “de-

sign” means. Others find out-or do not-that after studying for many

years that no matter how much theory they’ve swallowed, and no

matter how many assignments they carry out, what they do is not

design; that is, they cannot constitute themselves as designers. They

remain at the level of skillful craftsmen and can become quite good

at what are usually called production tasks. This is especially noticea-

ble in our days of intense technological development. It embodies the

old distinction between doing and being aware of how and especially

why designers do what they do. At this juncture, a question begs our

consideration. What is design? Better yet, what does a designer do? In

particular, what distinguishes the designer from the craftsman? Since

design continuously changes, each definition risks questioning by new

design experiences. Still, it is worth asking if we want to understand

why people design.

On the semiotic condition of design

The word “design,” of Latin origin, means “from the sign,” “out of the

sign,” “on account of the sign,” “considering the sign,” according to the

sign,” through the medium of the sign.” I quote from the reference sec-

tion of my book, The Civilization of Illiteracy [1], and I do so not by ac-

cident (or lack of ideas). The chapter entitled “The Sense of Design” is

dedicated to the definition and foundation of design in this new stage

of humankind that I call “the civilization of illiteracy.” It places design,

as a well-defined practical experience of human self-constitution in

the broad perspective of a new pragmatic framework. In other words,



it relates the activity we call “design” to other activities-programming,

communication, networking, sports, entertainment, cooking educa-

tion, military, politics-that define the post-industrial age. And it does

so by trying to define commonalities among these activities-such as

decentralization, non- hierarchy, parallelism, distribution, heteroge-

neity.

The subject of the book is the dynamics of change, that is, the fu-

ture. (Actually, any human activity is future oriented.) The position

expressed in my book places this contribution to a discussion on de-

sign foundations in a difficult perspective. Foundations imply perma-

nence. One of my major theses is that in our new civilization based

on integrating means and methods, such as digital, genetic, network-

ing, interaction, etc., permanence gives way to transitoriness. In oth-

er words, I indirectly claim that to discuss Foundations (Grundlagen,

as the Germans call them) is to ignore the dynamics of change that

today makes any attempt towards permanence impossible. To make

things worse, I projected an understanding of “foundation” that iden-

tifies the sign as fundamental to any design activity. (Max Bense [2]

did the same, although from a different perspective.) Furthermore,

this understanding implies that the consciousness (awareness) of de-

sign is part of design, since nothing is a sign unless identified as such in

awareness of its semiotic condition.

Please notice the difference between what has the nature of a foun-

dation-such as the foundation of a house-and what is fundamental-we

are self-aware living creatures. Indeed, for thosewhodefine themselves

as Gestalter—i.e., makers of Gestalt, the German word impossible to

translate into English or French or any other language-the pragmat-

ics of design is different from their own. Gestalt is an entity different

from the sign. It is associated with an activity of structuring. The sign—

more precisely, our practical experience with signs—is rather part of

the infinite process of consciously associating an object (from the uni



verse of our existence, i.e., nature and culture) with a representation

with the aim of making the sign pragmatically relevant. If you allow,

the Gestalter works on a subset of design, more precisely in the for-

mal universe described by the Gestalt laws [3, 4]. It ascertains laws

of perceptional organization (proximity, similarity, continuity, closure,

obviousness) and served as guidance to designers (among others) at-

tracted by a model in which the relation between the whole and the

parts is essential. It is very challenging work, and it explains why and

how German design, based on the laws of perceptional organization

of Gestalt theory, dominated the design world for a long time. It also

reveals that we deal here with the Zeitgeist: the meeting of the minds

of brilliant Gestalt theoreticians (Kofka, Wertheimer, Lewin, among

others) and of designers willing to embrace the scientific foundation

of perception proposed by those scholars. But it also reveals why, in

recent years, German design has had to reinvent itself and escape

from the firm territory of its glory in order to re-ascertain itself from

a new cognitive perspective that transcends Gestalt psychology. That

Entwerfen, yet another German qualifier for design, conveys a dif-

ferent meaning from Gestalt, relating to a different practical experi-

ence, is evident (even to non-native speakers). Entwerfen [5] reflects

the practical experience from which it originates: the framing that

“unwarps” a sheet of fabric. With its allusion to the loom and the

shuttle, this experience bears the rationality of the Industrial Age (in

the word, we discover the traces of the activity it defines, i.e., of the

practical experience through which some individuals constitute their

identity).

Like the practical experience of hunting and gathering food, rooted in

the relation between the self-constituting hunter (gatherer) and the

hunted (whichever animal, including other human beings as in the

case of cannibalism), the “design” of that particular time was based

on immediacy: select (from what was immediately at hand, such as

the human body, stones, sticks) and use it. (I use “design” in quotation



marks because here we deal with incipient design activity.) Hunt-

ing processually embodied skills, experience, and knowledge. In other

words, it becomes an entity subject to mediating elements. At the

same time, various forms of sharing experiences-what we call com-

munication-evolve, as we see them embodied in cave paintings, for

example. They are also embodied in signs: pictures, shapes, volumes.

Finally, experiences pertaining to the relation to forces unknown re-

sult in signs of rituals.

I do not want to walk the reader through the history of successive

pragmatic frameworks. But I want to make the reader aware that

design and agriculture relate to each other differently than design

and manufacturing, as well as design and the digital, do [6]. What re-

mains constant is the fundamental semiotic condition. By this I mean

the following: In doing what qualifies an individual as a designer, one

gets involved in a process, which in semiotics is called a semiosis, i.e.,

sign process. Within the process, representation—in visual forms or,

more recently, in multimedia expressions—communication, and signi-

fication are pursued and finally embodied in the design (even if the

design is an idea, a concept).

That semiotics is a metalanguage in respect to design (but not only to

design) does not have to be explained here. Whatmust be stated is that

design has a semiotic condition, as opposed to many other human prac-

tical experiences. Hunting does not have a semiotic condition; neither

does, gathering. Theytake place witha certain directness, withnoneed

of mediating elements. That design has a semiotic condition is its funda-

mental characteristic. It does not turn design into a science; it does not

make design a form of applied semiotics; but it gives design a definitory

characteristic without being reducible to semiotic praxis. Design is not

the only human experience with a semiotic condition. Mathematics is



semiotic in nature, medicine is, and so is computer science, at least in its

so-called symbolic processing aspects (to name a few).

All this being said, we now need to look at the relation between design,

the world (or reality, if you will), and our understanding of this world.

Design work takes place within a given Weltanschauung (i.e., world

outlook). I do not reduce this conception of the world to the usual his-

toric aspects. It is obvious that in a given historic context, design is part

of the many interactions defining the context, i.e., is influenced by

and influences the context. Neither do I take the simplified view that

design shapes the world (i.e., design as a mold, as Herbert Simon saw

it [7]). Rather, I am aware of the fact that in every design we find not

only what concerns people at a certain moment (the how-to aspects),

but also the self-consciousness of the domain (the why aspects). What

interests me in particular is the formative and normative power of

the conception of design.

The dual nature of reality (and of design activity)

Design, from its beginnings as craftsmanship in various forms and as

the activity of selecting things from the surroundings, to the time of

Newton and Descartes (the 17th century), embodies the awareness of

the world in rather static terms. Since Newton and Descartes, that is,

since the time the world is explained through the deterministic se-

quence of cause-and-effect, design embodies this rationality. Indeed,

design is focused on the physics of phenomena and results in a tre-

mendous number of artifacts of all kinds that ascertain the reduc-

tionist-deterministic view of the world. It is a functional perspective.

Its implicit determination is clear: Reduce goals to a meaningful level;

apply the understanding of cause-and-effect to each action. This is

a clear-cut functional perspective that eventually will result in the

pragmatics of industrial society. Descartes had already perceived the

human as a machine. It took the Industrial Revolution to instill the



denomination of this view. Machines are without exception reduc-

ible to parts. Among the parts, cause-and-effect connections facili-

tate function. Design itself-the design of machines, messages, dwellings,

even life-became part of the action-reaction sequence; and eventu-

ally this epistemological condition will be expressed in the fashion-

able formulation “Design is problem solving.” However, through all

this time, there is another dimension of design that coexists with the

problem-solving dogma but which does not come to expression in de-

sign theories or in design discourse (including the designer-client re-

lation, i.e., the presentation industry). This dimension is anticipation.

Designs from the contexts of rituals-acknowledging the relation be-

tween the human being and the unknown, unexplained, and some-

times threatening-bears a certain mysterious dimension and the hope

for future well-being. They project an expectation of successful effort.

Their rationality is the same as the rationality embodied in the ritual.

In some ways, still to be explained, they express that characteristic of

the living that distinguishes it from the non-living, and which we call

anticipation. So does the current interest in branding. The brand is

after all the dynamic representation of an identity; the stem cell the

unfolding message of anyhuman activity.

Actually, this is where I should have started: design as anticipation;

better yet, design
as

an expression of anticipation. But it is difficult

to address anticipation without explanation. Moreover, it is difficult

to address it from within an understanding of design that adopted

the causal sequence as its implicit outlook of the world (including the

world of human beings and their actions). As Einstein once put it (in

reference to science): “No problem can be solved from the same con-

sciousness that created it. Wemust learn to see the world anew.”

What does anticipation mean?
As

a first definition, anticipatory sys-

tems are systems whose current state is determined by a future state,

not by a previous one. Within the context in which the ritual (and the



design associated with it) emerges, the future state is the future that

the individual associates with forces outside his understanding and

control. The only rationality available is that of computing the be-

nevolence of such forces through ceremonies (sacrificial, for instance).

For the designer who shapes machines and who is dedicated to func-

tionalism, this does not make sense, or no sense other than cultural.

Indeed, the machine embodies our physical knowledge
as
we use it to

make things that function, to make machines from elementary parts

(which themselves are machines), to make the future possible, inde-

pendent of external forces. In each machine, the past determines the

future: press a button (switch) and something (hopefully what the

designer and the engineer had in mind) will happen. The cause of

the movement is clear: the engine is connected to a source of energy.

Or, take a message, put it into some form (aesthetically relevant, psy-

chologically efficient, culturally acceptable, economically feasible, etc.

etc.), so that it can affect the reader: “Buy red sneakers.” “Vote for the

Green party.” CAUSE and EFFECT, the meta-machine of every ma-

chine, entails the assumption that designers shape the future through

architecture, interior design, furniture, household appliances, book de-

sign, fashion, messages of all kinds, TV programs, etc. etc. You name it,

design delivers! The behavioral, functional model splendidly refined

in the last century is implicit in this practical experience.

As
long as we accept the reduction of reality to the laws of physics,

this model of design, grounded in the scientific assumptions of reduc-

tion and determinism, works fine. Museums all over the world, design

collections, books, videotapes, and CD-ROMs testify to the heights

of this particular practical experience of design, In its more refined

expressions-such as the Bauhaus, the Swiss school of typography (the

Basel School of Design), the Ulm Design School, the fabulous design

experiments in what used to be the Soviet Union (El Lissitzky, among

others) and its European acolytes, the Cranbrook Academy of De-

sign, and many other examples-this reactive form of practicing design



eventually spilled over into anticipatory design. When, for example,

the Rhode Island School of Design was founded (ca. 1877), the idea was

simple: textile mills were in the vicinity. They needed qualified opera-

tors able to supervise the production of increasingly demanding prod-

ucts. But-and this is the genius of the School’s founders-they antici-

pated the possibility of new uses for what the mills produced. In other

parts of the world (England, France, Germany), the same idea led to

new programs that anticipated what engines might do, what electrici-

ty would eventually make possible, what the telephone would become.

The driving force was not only the past, (technological achievements),

but also the future (technological possibilities). The visionaries in ef-

fect broke through the barrier of reductionist determinism and their

work no longer solved problems, but generated problems! They were

no longer in the service business, but contributed to the multiplication

of possibilities implicit in a given product [8]. They freed themselves

from the chain of cause-and-effect in order to question styles, ideolo-

gies, paradigms, schools. They became pro-active. Buckminster Fuller

[9] makes for more than a simple reference or footnote. His theory

promised, at its outset in 1927, to make possible a design education than

challenged the prevailing economic patterns. He called it Anticipatory

Design Science. For “anticipation” itself, Fuller chose the word “proces-

sion:” the influence of one dynamic system upon another. In 1950, he

detailed an outline for a course, and in 1956, he taught the class at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, as part of the creative Engi-

neering Laboratory. The eight modules of his course can be seen as

part of the broader system of Synergetics that eventually became his

masterwork. Arguing from examples-as I partly have done-is sophist-

ry at best. (Actually, one can never succeed because there is always

the next example in every induction that throws the argument into

the flames.) Instead, let us first go more deeply into what anticipation

is.



Anticipation is a characteristic of the living. It results from the dynam-

ics of existence. In a succinct description, anticipation is the “physics” of

life as this unfolds in itsmanyvarieties (the lives ofindividuals, of groups,

communities, species, inter-regnum life, life at the level of the universe,

extra-terrestrial life, etc.). The living is, of course, subject to physics.We

are matter and energy; we have weight; we have various properties

(density, viscosity, permeability, etc.). But the living is also subject to its

own “physics,” i.e., anticipation. The stem cell is in anticipation of the

possible individual to unfold from it. The physics of the stem cell is rela-

tively trivial. The anticipatory dimension of the stem cell is extremely

complex. Let it be noted here that some of the few scholars who have

actively studied anticipation associated it with complexity (e.g. Rob-

ert Rosen, Anticipatory Systems, Pergamon Press, 1985). Indeed, as we

reduce what is around us or what we want to do to smaller elements

(matter reduced to atoms, electrons, protons) or to certain operations

(building a machine, to the smaller operations on a production line), we

gain insight into those parts; butwelose sight of their interrelations.We

give up the full notion of wholeness in favor of fragmentation. Conse-

quently, we end up with simple elements or tasks at the expense of ac-

knowledging complexity. We can no longer explain how, in human ex-

periences, the whole is more than the sum of its parts. Yes, leaving out

organization and process makesthings easier to comprehend, but it also

takes away the life quality of design. In addition, it erases the notion of

purpose. Things appear to us as existing, but not as having purpose. The

elementary stem cell, around which so much discussion is generated,

can guide some of our interrogation into design. Metaphorically at least,

one can ask questions of design in respect to the stem cell: Who?What?

How? Why? Where? When? What for? The last question pertains to

purpose. The answer to it can only start with “Because!”



Design and purpose

It is notmyintention to speculate on such fundamental questions. I only

want to make the reader aware of a universe of questioning that reach-

es to the foundation of our existence as living entities. The understand-

ing of a foundation (or many foundations) of design, or of successive

foundations, is connected to our understanding of the living. Wind, sun,

light, and water shape stones. We are very good at describing how this

happens, and also good at performing similar operations-think about

polishing diamonds-on whatever we want to shape (based on a given

design, or in an act of projecting mental representations onto some ob-

ject of our interest). At this time in the never-ending story of human

activity, human experiences take place on a scale that was previously

impossible: the extra-terrestrial (think of the Hubble telescope and the

design aspects of its fixing) and the nano-domain. Moreover, we are no

longer limited to the action-reaction practical experience of existence,

but we pursue pro-active, anticipatory activity. Because we indeed pro-

ject awareness of the living upon the physical. We ask whether what

we design and eventually build (AI programs, robots, ALife artifacts of

all kinds) mightreacha level atwhichweno longer distinguishbetween

our own condition and that of these artifacts.Weendowwhatwe con-

ceive of with “life”—this is the claim of those researching the complexity

of life and conceiving of a realm of the artificial that is not effectively

distinguishable from the living. Regardless of the domain, in order to

make this life component viable, we have to endow it with anticipation

(no matterhow limited or trivial).

With the help of physics and sciences rooted in physics, we make

headway in the spectacular cosmic exploration program. We are also

good at calculating how a stone thrown in a certain direction moves;

or better yet, how to “throw” in the “sky” various objects (rockets, sat-

ellites, etc.) and calculate their trajectories. We also experiment with

computers and networks, generate nuclear energy, and make pro



gress in genetics and the synthesis and production of new materials.

Advances in medicine and agriculture, in transportation and urban

planning are based on the same premise. In all these endeavors, de-

sign is present in some form or another. Probably the computer-based

description of design as interface tells us best where design can claim

its share of recognition in a world that calls itself in a scientific-tech-

nological revolution, but not necessarily a design revolution. But here

is where the understanding of design as anticipation starts to make

sense. Think about it: Medicine practiced in the spirit of physics amaz-

es us through artificial components and extraordinary surgical prow-

ess. Anticipatory medicine would help the patient pre-empt the need

to be repaired like any other machine!

Anticipation as a characteristic of the living results from a dynamic

different from that of physical systems. The cause is not outside-take a

stone and throw it-but inside. As we know from biology, life originates

from life, and differentiation takes place on account of living energy.

Self-replication is the major characteristic here, and this self-replica-

tion concerns not parts, but relations among them. Instead of having

an arthritic knee replaced with a titanium prosthesis, cartilage will

be able to self-replicate. Living systems are defined by metabolism

(a specific exchange with the surrounding environment) and by a

function that Rosen defined as self-repair. In this view, organisms are

(M-R) systems, constantly engaged in their own reconstruction. They

are relational, not functional, entities. Indeed, the focus on relation,

not parts (as in physics and our concentration on the machine model),

and function, is fundamental here-and essential for understanding

design as anticipation.

But all these elements are still at a level of generality well above the

concrete nature of the design experience. All we know is that in the

physical realm, design can serve as an organizational mechanism. But

we also know that there is no spontaneous self-organization of the



physical world. Moreover,
as

a human practical experience, design is

an instance of the self- constitution of designers, as well as of those

who encounter it. To select a design, to live in a designed context, to

produce designed objects, to be addressed by design messages is to

experience design (actively or passively). But only the living designs,

and only the living experiences design; that is, the living can make

the distinction between what is designed and what is not, moreover,

what is well designed and what is less than well designed. Therefore,

together with the realization of the physicality of design-impossible to

transcend even in the immateriality of information-we are subjected

to its anticipatory characteristic.

The functionalist view and practice of design is focused on the ques-

tions pertaining to the How? of this world. The relational view of

design pertains to the Why? aspects or our existence and activity.

The Why? implicit in the metabolism and self-repair system are in

the first place an expression of self-preservation. But outside this level,

we deal with the causes of human actions. This being the case, every

time a cause lies in the past, determination is regarded as proceeding

from past to the future. However, causes pertaining to life can lie in

the future. In this case, design driven by the internal causality of the

living (entailment, as Rosen aptly called it) is no longer in reaction to

something, but is pro-active, before that something happens. From all

we know about human considerations of causes (and causality in gen-

eral), Aristotle’s model comes closest to allowing us the understanding

of the unity between causes from the past and causes in the future,

i.e., the unity between reaction and anticipation. Here is the classic

example of Aristotle’s answer to the Why? question related to a house

(the reader can substitute his own examples):

– Material cause: material with which the house is built, matter

– Efficient cause: the builder, the fabricator



– Formal cause: the blueprint (external/exterior, internal/interior)

– Final cause: it has a purpose

We can use the understanding of an anticipatory perspective in pro-

viding a diagram for the practical experience of designing, i.e., how

designers constitute themselves as professionals with a clear purpose

and an associated set of methods, operations, evaluation criteria, and

everything else that is called design knowledge. (The diagram is struc-

tural-relational.)
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The relational systems model follows the path of diagrammatic reason-

ing. It capturesthe organization associatedwiththe praxis ofdesignand

displays the unity between the relational and functional aspects of this

practical experience. Take note: not the function of design, not the rela-

tionalnatureofadesignedartifact,buttherelational-functional aspects

of thehumanactivity called design. Afterexamination of this diagram,

it becomes clear where design’s semiotic condition is significant:

– to identify material causes (transformation of materials, includ-

ing financial means, in making them part of the defined entity)

– to identify efficient causes (actions thatmakethetransformation

of materials actually happen

– to identify formal causes (the blueprint, the algorithm, the proce-

dure according to which actions lead to designed entities

– to identify the final cause (the purpose of design for which the

blueprint serves as a plan guiding the actions that eventually re-

sult in products)

The left column (the line style for the arrows in the diagram, W.J.) is a

proposed notation (syntactic level). One can use color coding or shape-

based coding. It does not directly matter (although the signs we use also

shape our interpretations). The right column spells out the semantics of

the relational model. If read carefully, the description’s embedded qual-

ity can be noticed. Indeed, the succession of causes is nested. Here we

have an iteration process, and for
all

practical purposes, we’d better re-

alize that each design activity is iterative by nature.

However, the pragmatic dimension (integrating syntax and semantics

[Nadin, 10] is expressed in the relational model per se:

C Commission (Auftrag) including self-commission (design initi-

ated by designers)
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The relational systems model is but another theory of design in which

thepresenceofthesign is implicit.Thephysicality of designand its living

aspect are united, since the causes relate materials, actions, representa-

tion, andpurpose.Thepurpose—afuture state—defines eachstate ofthe

unfolding design process. This is why pro-active and reactive elements

can be seen in their unity. Branding, the obsession of designers today, is

only an example of what it means to work in anticipation while embod-

ying the design in the physicality of the medium (intermedia branding

as the next goal).
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Biographical note

The invitation to contribute to this Reader/Anthology makes several

points. One is especially interesting and reflects my fundamental posi-

tion: Tell me who you are (biographic notes, i.e., sequence of self-consti-

tution over time), and the ensuing interaction among authors will not

only result in productive exchange of ideas, but also in understanding

how each of us arrived at the position we happen to articulate. This

is how a meta-level of the argumentation will emerge. My self-consti-

tutive experiences are part of my persona: studies in engineering and

computer science, in the humanities (especially logic and aesthetics), in

cognition and design; work in engineering (electronics, electrical, pro-

gramming), in design (graphic, product, and interface design), in edu-

cation. My theory of design became the program in Computational

Design (designing for a future that integrates the digital). And within

that program, my work resulted in graduates (bachelor and master

degrees) with a very high success rate (as entrepreneurs, in start- up

companies, as employees at solid companies). A number of profession



als obtained their doctoral degree under my guidance and are work-

ing in higher education or in research. Their work has been published.

My own design work focused on new concepts: multimedia tools (for

instance, the Docent and MetaDocent, Web-based tools (primarily for

knowledge dissemination), interface design, ubiquitous computing, and

virtual reality. A large number of my projects have received awards.

At this moment, my work is focused on anticipation, which I see as a

second Cartesian revolution. Design and its anticipatory aspects are

documented in an interactive presentation (video, CD-ROM, DVD)

to eventually be utilized as a reference address on the Web for the

world community.



3.d. Anticipation: a Bridge between Narration and

Innovation

Mihai Nadin

In Memoriam: Steve Jobs

Who’s afraid of non-determinism?

Everyone. No one goes to his physician prepared to accept a diagnosis

that might be right or wrong. You don’t send an e-mail that just might

reach your addressee, or might reach someone else, or might get lost.

You don’t turn the key in your car’s ignition under the assumption

that it might not start (or at least not when you need or want it to).

Innovation, which literally means to renew, renewal, is another hu-

man endeavor in which you don’t want to take a risk. It might take

you where you don’t want to be, to situations you would prefer not

to go through. For the sake of illustration, let us recall an innovation

broadcasted around 1970: the nuclear pacemaker (New Scientist, De-

cember 1972) with batteries containing metallic plutonium 238 im-

planted in someone’s chest. Nuclear energy was the big innovation.

What better hope could a heart patient wish for?



Fig. 1. “The advantage of a nuclear pacemaker
is

its long life time,” writes the author of the note
in

New Scientist, ignoring the problem of consequences to the patient.



Then, as now, innovation was romanticized. Although, as research

shows, “people are biased against creative ideas,” (Mueller, Melwani

and Goncalo 2011). If the nuclear pacemaker were the only example,

we could still live with innovation, even if, sometimes, the costs at-

tached to it stand in no relation to the outcome. Just for the sake of il-

lustrating this statement, here are some examples of innovations and

the narrative associated with them. Grain storage triggers the risk

of insect infestation. An insecticide should not alter the characteris-

tics of the stored grain. The narrative is simple: a fumigant—Zyklon

B—was developed by Fritz Haber, a distinguished Nobel laureate in

chemistry. The rest is the tragic history of millions of Jews murdered

in gas chambers. The story is even more provocative: Haber was a

Jewish scientist. To speed up the growth of soybeans, Agent Orange

was developed. Deployed by the USA during the war in Vietnam,

the chemical caused birth defects in over 500,000 people. TNT, the

explosive of choice in two world wars, was developed as a yellow dye;

Ecstasy for addressing abnormal bleeding. Unfortunately, the num-

ber of examples of innovation that humankind could do without is

not decreasing. The reason is not only innovation euphoria—cloud

computing, nanotechnology, genetic medicine, for example—but also

the lack of progress in anticipating the consequences that innovation

entails (Nadin 2003). As we shall see, anticipation is different from

prediction (which is based on probabilities) and forecasting (based on

models that try to account for randomness). The innovation narrative

and the narrative of unprecedented consequences are not the same.

But they are related. The few examples given above are indicative of

the relation.

“Creative destruction”—only a metaphor?

Renew/renewal has a precise reference: there is something (an object

O, a process P, an attribute A, etc.) that invites human interest to bring

it up to date. Otherwise expressed: the clock of entities subject to in



novation has to be reset, brought up to date. One example to make

this assertion clear: the horse-drawn carriage (around the 9th centu-

ry BCE), the engine-driven automobile (from Nicolas Joseph Cugnot,

1769 to Gottlieb Daimler, 1885 or Karl Benz, 1886), the hybrid car

(combining combustion engine and battery-powered electricity, built

by Victor Wouk in 1972, cf. hybridCARS 2006) correspond to mo-

ments in time that we define through the clock-based calendar. Each

new moment was a resetting to new expectations and requirements.

It affected not only the mechanics of moving, but also mobility. Inno-

vation always transcends the immediate object of renewal. It pertains

to the life of the people. In the case of the car, the innovation affected

culture, urban development, health, economy, manufacturing, politics,

and more.

To make current, or to be ahead of time (how much?), is part of the

innovation. The word innovation (from the Latin novare) as such ac-

quires its meaning relatively late: in the 13th century in French-speak-

ing culture; in the 16th century in the German- and English-speaking

cultures. Joseph Alois Schumpeter, the famous Harvard University

economist who authored a theory of economic development of cap-

italism, took note of the discontinuity of change resulting from in-

novation (Business Cycles, 1939). In his view of capitalism, there is a

“creative destruction” process: market restructuring and the need to

understand discontinuity are part of his perspective. Innovation sup-

ports the continuous reinvention of capitalism. This applies to every

subject that innovation affects: production, distribution, investment,

work, leisure, competition, social and political structuring. The ma-

jor challenge for the capitalist is not managing the market (admin-

istering “existing structures”), but rather “making new markets (and

destroying them).” The entrepreneur is “the agent of innovation. (cf.

Theory of Economic Development, especially the German edition of

1935). Disruptions, not continuity, define capitalism. In this respect, in-

novation transcends the cause-and-effect sequence. Innovation is not



a deterministic mechanism, but rather a process of non-determinis-

tic reinvention, with many unpredictable outcomes (bankruptcies as

well
as

success stories). Some were mentioned above. If we jump from

nuclear batteries implanted in human bodies to the iPhone and to the

innovation of financial derivatives, which led to a world-wide reces-

sion (begun in 2007 and not over as of yet), we realize that creative

destruction (perceived as a disruption) is not just a metaphor. Some

markets were destroyed; new markets were created. Some compa-

nies went bankrupt; others were saved. Therefore, to understand in-

novation requires that we also understand that creativity has an im-

plicit destructive component: the new replaces something already in

place. The process generates conflict. Intergenerational relations are

an example extending throughout the entire history of humankind.

Innovations of all kinds (how we care for offspring, education, nour-

ishment, inheritance laws, social changes in the status of youngsters,

etc., etc.) have led to many disruptions. For example, the generation

of 68 was no longer willing to recognize the legitimacy of parental

authority, which carried over to government authority. Their inno-

vation was based on the narrative of challenging the rules.

The narrative

But enough, for the time being, with innovation and the broad mean-

ing of renewal. It is usually idealized, just as each birth is idealized

(mothers, better than anyone else, know the risk and pain that new life

entails). Nevertheless, the examples brought up are part of what can

easily be called the narrative associated with innovation. The simplest

definition of narrative is: a description of a sequence of events as they

succeed in time. The word (again, from the Latin narrare) means to

recount. It suggests that a record of succeeding events in time, a time

series, describes what people accomplish and how. Therefore, it adds

up to knowledge.



The most intuitive way to organize our own experiences is to take

note of how they succeed, one after the other, along the timeline

of our own activity. This inspired Gelernter (1992) to generate the

flowing stream: nothing more than the sequence of every electronic

document—mail, photo, draft, URL, notes, etc.—in the order of their

reception (or in the order of their generation). It seems a simple idea,

but in fact it was the innovation that changed the nature of data

management in the broadest sense possible. I would have called it the

narration stream.

If we have a record of succeeding experiences, we could try to see what

these experiences have in common, and what distinguishes them. And

we could try to understand them. The most telling narratives are those

we experience naturally: the succession of day and night, of seasons;

the succession of plant life, of animal behavior in the environment, of

celestial bodies (sun, moon, stars, etc.). Innovation cannot change such

sequences, although plants that flower in advance of the change in

season have been created, as well as fruits that become edible earlier,

animals (pets, cattle) that behave in ways that “contradict” nature. In

summary: not only the artificial (what we make) is subject to inno-

vation, but also the natural. High-performance sport is an example

impossible to avoid: Oscar Leonard Carl Pistorius runs on Cheetah

Flex-Foot carbon fiber transitional artificial limbs (made by a com-

pany called Ossur), competing with runners who have their natural

legs. This would be the inspiring aspect. Performance enhancement

through drugs is probably less inspirational (especially in view of the

long-lasting consequences). The observer takes note of how humans

defy the natural and acquire new means for enhanced performance.

It is one thing to confront an animal in nature during its active phases

(seeking food, hunting prey), and another while feeding offspring, or

during sleep. The same applies to human beings: they welcome visi-

tors, but not necessarily occupiers (in military or business guise). Nar-

ration evinces only time-significant connections. It does not report on



causality. A tame animal, like the tame human being, can abruptly

change its behavior. There is no easily retraceable narration of cau-

sality as it pertains to behavior.

And the story?

As fashionable as narrativity (and other attempts to study the narra-

tive) has become, it rarely results in a body of knowledge that makes

a real difference in practical endeavors. The main reason for this is

the imprecise nature of our understanding of what the act of nar-

ration is, and the knowledge that narrations embody. With the ex-

ception of Windelband (1915), almost no one has tried to define the

distinction between narrative knowledge, corresponding to a historic

record of change (idiographic), and scientific knowledge (nomothetic),

corresponding to our attempts to describe how reality works. The idi-

ographic captures patterns of events; the nomothetic focuses on scien-

tific law. Of course, everyone would like to transform the uniqueness

of experience captured in the narration into laws, thus opening the

avenue towards automating whatever we do. To a certain extent, such

attempts have succeeded: all tools are an expression of this

pation. In our age of digital descriptions and digital machines (which

actually are programs), more progress in this direction is made. A

concise formulation of the attempt described above is: to transform

the art of doing things into the science and technology of doing things.

It remains to be seen if the outcome is always as good as we hope.

Narration and story

preoccu-

For the sake of illustration: “The Queen died, and then the King died.”

Of course, you can substitute the generic queen and king with whom-

ever you want (people you know, characters in books, your pet dogs). If

you so desire, add a precise date for each event. Or take any successive



events you kept a record of. This is narration. Temporality defines its

condition: something happened after something else.

The Queen died, and then the King died—of a broken heart. Take your

example (e.g., Mother died first, father died later) and add whatever

the case might be: languished, committed suicide, was poisoned, etc. If

your example was different—let’s say: She gave birth at 4:45AM; her

mother called five minutes later—your story could end with

2
.

1. after a nurse called her mother to give her the good news;

after she heard her daughter’s voice in a dream (or thought she

heard her daughter’s voice in a dream, or thought she had a

dream);

3. be fore shewentto sleep (along the line of “Letmesee if she gave

birth so that nobody will wakeme up”);

etc., etc., etc. The list is open. Useyourimagination.Writeyourownsto-

ries based on narrations you are familiar with.

Recently (Krulwich 2011), the narration of the death of Richard Feyn-

man’s wife made the rounds. The time of death (precise narration)

was the time at which the clock in the room where she died stopped.

Feynman, no doubt affected by the loss (he was young, she was young,

they were in love—so goes the narration), would not allow the coin-

cidence—time of death recorded on the certificate and the time the

clock stopped—to obstruct his judgment. He went for the cause (later

in life, he helped establish the cause of the Challenger space shuttle

disaster). That was his story. And in this respect, science is the story

into which the narration (of facts, measurements, evaluations, exper-

iments) morphs. The apple falling from the tree, the observations of

how this happens (during day or night, sunshine or clouds, noise or

quiet, etc.) are the narration. Among the stories, there is one of the

ever-hungry traveler (for whom apples fall), another of the reseeding



of the tree (can this be the Johnny Appleseed story?), and another for

Newton’s theory of gravity.

While narration and story—often considered identical—have attract-

ed the attention of many people, their significance as a substratum of

life has escaped the attention of science. There is no class in narration

for students of life forms and molecular biology, for future physicians

and geneticists. Story was given over to writers and, eventually, film-

makers. To paraphrase none other than Abraham Lincoln: We must

like stories; we make so many of them. And we like to hear them. (My

wife is still working on a book entitled Stories I Tell My Husband.) The

real surprise, though, is that narration and story play a considerable

role in the dynamics of the living. Few people are aware that narra-

tion, or even stories, are exchanged at all levels of life (among cells, for

example, or among neurons). It is from the embodied narration of life

that we get to understand life as a narration, and further generalize

to our explanations of reality.

Thesis 1: Narration is a record of change.

Change characteristic of the living (from conception to birth, matu-

rity, and death), and change of the physical world (mountains change,

stones are “polished” by wind and water, oceans undergo cycles of ebb

and flow, etc.) can be recorded. Depending upon the resolution (how

fine the grain of our distinctions) of our observations, the various

narratives of change constitute a body of knowledge on whose basis

science advances and technology is produced. In this sense, narrations

are information about change over intervals. Given the complexity of

reality, the information is always incomplete (we shall return to this

idea). Moreover, the information is not associated with meaning. It

only reports on changes, not on the context.



Thesis 2: Narrations are representations of change.

Without entering into details, let us take note of the fact that objects

{o1, o2, …}, natural or man-made, processes {p1, p2 …}, natural or arti-

ficial, attributes {a1, a2, …}, of objects or processes can be described in

many ways. They can be named (labeled, as the terminology of cogni-

tive science suggests), measured, depicted in drawings, photographed,

videotaped, filmed, turned into sounds, animations, etc. Words can be

used (and made up if necessary) to explain what they are. These are

all substitutes for something else, i.e., representations. Even when the

real thing (object, process, attribute) is no longer within our reach, no

longer actually present, we deal with its representation as it stands for

the real thing. Each representation is partial. To capture everything

that defines objects, processes, and attributes as they change in time is

impossible, if for no other reason than because time is open to infinity.



Fig. 2. Representations. The aggregate of all representations cannot capture the holistic condition of

the reality represented.
All

representations are subject dependent.
All

representations are
partial.



Narration is a representation corresponding to the perception of real-

ity along the time continuum. The structure of language corresponds

to the same perception. It is sequential. The sequentiality of narration

corresponds to an understanding of time as a sequence of durations

(between successive states of the narrated change).

Interpretation of the narration means no more or less than the at-

tempt to reconstitute the represented from the representation. Suc-

ceeding events and their representation are, of course, not the same.

Therefore, the “reconstitution” of reality from the representation is

not so simple as remaking an image in a puzzle. A person’s picture is a

representation; the “remaking” of the person is always partial: memo-

ries of how the person behaved, moved around, spoke, are part of the

interpretation. Reconstitution of the represented from a time series

(a scientific method currently in use) can acknowledge the time se-

quence, confirming it, or challenging it. Indeed, the sequence “Queen

dies, King dies after” can easily lead to a story: Queen dies because the

King was unfaithful; King dies because Queen poisoned him (or had

someone do it), or cursed him. In the story, information is associated

with meaning (corresponding to the context). Stories often challenge

the sequence: first, second, third, etc. are sometimes reshuffled in the

story (third becomes first, or second, etc.). The clock that stopped when

Feynman’s wife died can easily lead to a story in which the clock stops

(first), the sick patient notices it (second) and takes it to mean “My

time is up!” (third), and succumbs to death. When I wrote “takes it to

mean,” I suggested the process of associating information and mean-

ing. The clock of narrations cannot be arbitrarily reset; the clock of

stories is independent of the narration clock.



Information and meaning

Thesis 3: Stories are interpretations of narrations.

The most convenient explanation of this thesis is that through sto-

ries, information is associated with meaning (Nadin 2011). The infor-

mation regarding the falling apple (or the falling of anything: stones,

meteorites, individuals, etc.) reveals the meaning of the physical laws,

in particular the law of gravity. But it can, as well, associate the nar-

rative to a story different in its condition from the one expressed in

the theory of gravity: poetic, dramatic, religious, metaphysical. Kings

fall from power, leaves float in the wind (slow falling), the fall of Rome

marked the beginning of the “Dark Ages” (whose meaning is disput-

ed by many); people who fall on account of faith lost need help to

get up and get on with life; fallen angels come to earth to redeem

themselves; and so on. Some are subject to confirmation through ex-

periment; others, being unique, are not. Recall once again Feynman

and the clock that stopped at the time recorded on his wife’s death

certificate. The narration prompted the physicist, a known atheist,

to produce a scientific story: elimination of mystery, poetry, religion,

etc. But similar narrations—the clock that stops exactly with the last

breath of a dear person, or of some celebrity—populate culture and

foster storytelling in many variations. Feynman was entirely given

to the story we call determinism: there is a cause (e.g., a part of the

clock’s mechanism fails) and a subsequent effect (e.g., the clock stops)

or effects, the meaning of which is expressed in scientific laws. Fight-

ing his emotions—he was, to repeat, very much in love with his wife,

as we know from his narration, his autobiography (1985)—Feynman

recalled fixing that particular clock more than once. It was not in good

shape, therefore it was possible that the nurse, who had to record the

time of death, took the clock in her hands, checked the time, returned

it to its place, disturbing the fragile mechanism. There is no way to

repeat the experiment. This was not a reproducible measurement.



Time is not reversible (except in equations, even those describing de-

terministic processes).

When clocks are more than clocks

What does all this have to do with innovation? The question is jus-

tified not only because we are focused on innovation. Imagine, for

the sake of argument, a digital clock: no moving parts, nothing to get

loose, not even the battery or some contacts. Imagine even a moni-

tor connected to the atomic clock1. There is no reason to speculate on

Feynman’s take if such an interval measuring device had outputted a

frozen time identical to that of his wife’s death (automatically regis-

tered by the various monitoring instruments common to a hospital’s

intensive care unit). The narration would be more detailed, of course;

and the meanings to be associated with the information embodied in

the narration would also be different. What changed? Of course, in-

novation “refreshed,” “renewed” the acquisition of information mak-

ing up the record of events. This, in turn, changed the details of the

narration and thus its condition: from a relatively loose record (me-

chanical clocks are not necessarily very precise, and are also difficult

to calibrate) to a tight, integrated record of a higher degree of preci-

sion. We realize that a different narration, which means a different

representation, is conducive to a different interpretation; better yet,

to a plurality of interpretations. But we also realize that the speed of

time plays an important role.

Thesis 4: The clock of narration and the clock of interpretation are

different.

The clock of narration corresponds to the rhythm of events in the

physical world. The clock of interpretation projects into the physical

1 An atomic clock uses an electronic transition frequency in the microwave,

optical, or ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spectrum of atoms as a

frequency standard for its timekeeping element.



world rhythms characteristic of the change in the living, in particular,

rhythms associated with interpretation. Whenwe react to something,

the reaction time affects performance. When we imagine things in

the future, we have the convenience of controlling the rhythm of

time. Indeed, as events unfold in time, the gravity-based machine that

measures the interval corresponding to the movement of celestial

bodies serves as a reference. This is the meaning of the information

delivered by clocks. The living is affected by intervals in the environ-

ment of existence; but the living also introduces its own rhythms into

reality. Saccadic movements, the foundation of sight, have a rhythm

different from the heartbeat and neuronal connections. Birds in flight

or the slow fall of leaves are other examples of particular time scales;

the heartbeat of animals is extremely varied.

Time characteristic of life is not reducible to intervals. As a matter

of fact, there is no proof that time scales uniformly. In other words,

time at universe scale, where we refer to phenomena that happened

way in the past (even millions of years ago), and time at the nanos-

cale, where we refer to very fast interactions, might be different in

more ways than order of magnitude. The narration of phenome-

na from the remote past—let’s say star explosions—and the narration

of current phenomena of extreme dynamics (such as fermentative

metabolism, and earthquakes) are different to the extent that they

appear to us as associated with different realities (Lara et al. 2009).

Being a record of change, each narration is a representation of the

dynamics of reality. Each interpretation of a narration is a story: the

meaning we associate with the information on record. A faster clock,

such as the clock of interpretations, is what it takes to evaluate the

possible consequences of the phenomena on record in the narration.

In other words, the future itself is nothing but the outcome of a faster

clock. As a virtual reality, this future depends on the rate of change

expressed by the clock. We refer to possible futures—plural!—because

we can build clocks with various speeds: from very slow to extremely



fast. Each such clock allows us to investigate the future not as a prob-

ability, but as possibilities (often negating probabilities). This is where

innovation takes place.

If the information in the narration is continuously subjected to inter-

pretations from the future, facilitated by the faster clock, its meaning

becomes anticipation. The Haicheng, China earthquake (February 4,

1975) was anticipated on account of massive human observation of

animal behavior. As a consequence, the impact of the earthquake—a

physical phenomenon still impossible to avoid—was mitigated by pre-

paratory measures: large segments of the population were evacuated;

electricity was interrupted in advance, in order to avoid accidents,

water delivery was stopped. As good as this sounds, it gives only a

partial description of the story. Anticipatory processes are non-de-

terministic. The Sichuan, China earthquake (May 12, 2008) was not

predicted, although observations (like those in Haicheng) were accu-

mulated. The narration that was meaningfully interpreted in 1975

was not adequate some 30 years later, and the number of victims

(not to mention the damage) was huge. If you visit NASA’s website

(NASA Science, Science News), you can read about new methods for

“predicting” earthquakes. One is based on detecting temperature var-

iations of the Earth’s surface—which was one among the variables

observed in China. The innovation associated with the narrative ob-

served does not automatically become successful. Remember: the goal

is to transform the uniqueness of the narration (the idiographic) into

laws (nomothetic) generalizing the interpretation. There is no guar-

antee that this goal can always be met, because the non-deterministic

and the deterministic are different in nature. Statistics allow for some

generalization, but they do not replace the real.

Fast or slow, clocks are deterministic. They are machines. Interpre-

tations, involving faster clocks, pertain to a reality that is no longer

the reality of the phenomena represented by the narration, but of



interpretation processes. At the low end of the living—simple forms

of life, no cognition, but always a memory substratum—the output of

the interpretation process is patterned behavior (the monocell is pho-

totropic; it anticipates the consequences of exposure to light, even if

it has no awareness). At the high end, the human being is defined by

complexity across its various scales of existence (from the cell level to

the whole that defines a unique profile). Narrations are transmitted

among cells. These are records of actions validated from one level to

another.

Newways of thinking

Interpretations can vary along the continuum from coherent to in-

coherent. A second example, in addition to that of the earthquakes

in China, should help in explaining the idea I am trying to articulate.

My intention is to suggest that obsession with a reductionist cause-

and-effect course of action, which generalizes expectations associat-

ed with the laws of physics (sometimes involving statistics), has to be

transcended. We’d better start thinking about alternatives.

The cell is the constitutive “particle” of the living. Cells continuous-

ly exchange information. More precisely, they exchange meaningful

information, i.e., narrations. Based on this example, which involves

many components (physical, chemical, and biological in nature), life

unfolds from its inception to death. I learned from an eminent scholar

in molecular biology (Professor Harry Rubin, Emeritus, University of

California – Berkeley) that cells undergo their own cycle of renewal.

By now, this knowledge is relatively unquestioned (see Orford and

Scadden 2008 as only one example). Moreover, cancerous cells are al-

most permanently present in the organism. Scientists have tried very

hard to discover the circumstances under which these cells multiply

and thus lead to the condition called cancer (of which there are so

many variations). This condition has a simple narrative: the mechan



ical growth of cancerous cells that in the final analysis exhaust life re-

sources. Given the narration, that in the past almost always ended in

death, various innovations—e.g., surgery, radiation, alternative healing

methods, drug-based treatments—were advanced. Physicians special-

ized in the domain (oncology); clinics have been built; everyone hopes

to find the miracle cure (and get the Nobel Prize). The most promi-

nent innovations are the attempts at surgical removal of the cancer-

ous growth, medication to halt proliferation, establishing a “firewall”

(where laser treatment comes into the picture) for containment. All

these methods are based on the deterministic model of cause-and-

effect associated with grueling chemotherapy (radioactivity comes

into play again), itself a major innovation that has helped save many

lives. Albeit, no cure for cancer has been discovered or invented. Ru-

bin realized that the question to be asked is not “How do we get rid

of something
as

organic as life itself, without getting rid of life at the

same time?” His data, collected over many decades, show that as long

as healthy cells surrounding cancerous cells keep the latter in check,

no cancer develops. My own hypothesis is that stimulating anticipa-

tory capabilities, characteristic of the living, is probably the answer.

Instead of dwelling on the innovation expressed in pills and surgery,

let us examine the narration exchanged by cells, and identify under

which circumstances healthy cells no longer recognize in advance the

dangers associated with the unchecked proliferation of cancerous cells.

Let me explain the alternative thinking I suggest. The narration that

leads to cancer is part of the larger narration called life. Cells exchange

narrations relevant to their continuous reproduction. They interpret

narrations received. When the interpretation shifts, their own func-

tioning is affected. The narration becomes the story we call cancer. In

terms of anticipation, the question relevant to the cancer story is the

following: When and why does the anticipatory function of healthy

cells diminish? This, of course, brings the immune system to mind. For

those focused on innovation, we know that laser surgery replaced the



scalpel. In our days, computer-assisted surgery removes surgeons from

the position of total control (and the expected artistry) they once had.

Their new role is to monitor and interpret the “narration” of a very

precise action that humans cannot perform (degrees of precision in

the range not afforded by the human eye, and even less by the hand).



Fig.
3.
From the scalpel to the

bendable laser
scalpel



Can machines innovate?

The question could have taken a more provocative form: “Can ma-

chines generate narrations?” Followed, unavoidably, by the more dras-

tic question: “Can machines tell stories?” As a matter of fact, some of

the fiction sold at airports and bus stations is written by programs.

Machines are verygood at permutations: take a narrationandproduce

similes. Machine-produced books are variations on a theme within a

given structure. It costs less to generate this kind of “fast book” (sim-

ilar to the technology of fast food production) on a computer than to

employ a scribe. (In the past, scribes did exactly the same thing, paid

close to nothing in the monasteries where they lived.)

More often than not, on various networks, we exchange messages

with artificial intelligence (AI) agents. In search of a wife or husband

(“life partner,” as the current formula goes), a person searches through

matchmaking e-businesses (advertising their services all over the

world), and follows the prescribed path. Matchmaking is essentially

an exchange of narrations: life1, life2, life3, …lifei . Human nature is

such that individuals tend to put themselves in a better light. Match-

makers of the past took narrations entrusted to them and made them

more enticing (the proposed match is younger, richer, more attractive).

Today, a seeking man or woman can end up exchanging narrations

with AI procedures, under the assumption that he/she is in touch with

other human beings. Automatically, misrepresentations (age, weight,

height, earnings) are weighted and a second narration, parallel to the

fictitious profile, is automatically generated. Matching becomes an is-

sue of algorithms and procedures. When all is “digitally” ripe, the se-

lection for the man seeking a match, or for the woman seeking life

companionship, is made available for interpretation. Real men and

women and virtual characters, a mixture that the receiver is not

aware of, test each other. Here is where each makes his or her sto-

ry, by opening a dialog, exchanging information, chatting. More and



more possibilities of remote interaction are becoming available in the

Web 2.0 world. The innovation of matchmaking—a serious business

worth billions of dollars—is the result of many narrations, and even

more stories, that have had good and less than good outcomes. Even

some of the people involved in the innovation—that is, fully aware

of some of the deterministic mechanisms at work—have made their

choice in the space of virtual relations (Paumgarten 2011).

Of course, this in itself does not answer the question of automated in-

novation, not to say automated narration and storytelling. We have

seen that the clock of narration corresponds to the rhythm at which

objects, processes, and attributes change. An object o1 (Peter, 38 years

old, divorced, father of three, undergoing treatment for alcoholism)

becomes o2 (still Peter, but now 35, single, likes to jog) over a certain

interval. For the matchmaking, this change is consequential. The dif-

ference in the condition of the two (difference o1, o2) is indicative of

the depth of change. The AI procedure infers from all the data, true

or false, submitted by Peter (or whoever claims to be Peter) to a more

realistic narration. It shares this processed narration with candidates

who, according to the matchmaking algorithm(s), are deemed appro-

priate. In simple terms: a machine (the aggregate of procedures and

programs) extracts knowledge from the narrations and evaluates the

probability of a match.

On the conceptual level, we deal with probable changes of objects, pro-

cesses, and attributes. A process p1 becomes the new process p2 over

a certain interval. (Even processes age. Some are preprogrammed to

“die” at a certain time; others come to life at a predefined time. The

various bots that make our life miserable behave like this.) Attributes

A {a1, a2, a3, …} are also expressive of change: changes in skin color,

for example, can be interpreted as symptoms by qualified physicians.

Wheneverything changes, the narration becomes complicated.



Narrations representing change in the physical world can never be

more complicated than the processes for which they stand as a record.

Complex systems, such as the human being, or nature as a whole, un-

dergo change at many levels. The record of change is indicative of

the complexity of the system, but also of how complex the changes

are. The narration of high fever—associated with a cold or the flu—

represents some aspects of the functioning of the human thermostat,

but also much more than that. The physician always wants to know

when the fever started, for how long it has lasted, and if the patients,

associates it with something in particular (diet, stress, over-exertion,

exposure, unsanitary habits, etc.). Ideally, if he could obtain a continu-

ous record, the physician would be able to make more than the usual

reductionist determination: infection, inflammation, cold, influenza,

or similar. In complex systems, variables are unfathomably related.

We cannot ignore the fact that all narrations exchanged within the

organism are autonomic. Cells do not have secretaries to take note of

how the smallest variations in the environment translate into chang-

es that require the finest tuning imaginable. Moreover, there is a lot

of anticipation that affects the process. Cognitive science made us

aware of the fact that seeing—which we take for granted as long as it

is in order—is the result of anticipations that allow us to “ignore” a lot

of what makes the world visible. If we could process all the richness of

the visual universe, the “price we would pay, ” i.e., lower performance,

would make it impossible to adapt to changing environments. “The

brain is futural” (Morton 2011). The observation continues: A lot of

memory is proleptic. (Kant used the word proleptic to describe an-

ticipation. In other words, memories are used not to dredge through

the past but to anticipate. Bill Benzon (in a private e-mail conversa-

tion, September 4, 2011)2 completed the thought: You move through

2 “Given that our eyes move as we move, it follows that the visual world will

change in a way that is precisely matched to our path of motion. As we move

straight ahead small distant objects will become larger and larger, thereby

taking up more and more of our visual field, until they reach their maximum



the world. Right? What you see will change as a function of your

movement. Vision is computationally expensive. The visual system is

primed to anticipate changes in visual input attributable to our own

motion.

This is where the question of the innovation machine falls into place.

The living “knows” a lot about the world even without having experi-

enced it. Genetic information is continuously transmitted; and there

is interaction, in particular the interaction of minds (Nadin 1991). Our

minds generate a lot of information—mainly as possibility scenari-

os. Can machines emulate this non-deterministic functioning? If we

expand the understanding of machines so as to integrate the living,

the answer is easy to give. Of course, integration of the living and

the non-living is not trivial. There are no narrations in the “life” of a

stone, in the “life” of water (running or still), of fog, of mountains. This

has to be explained. The life of the stone—a metaphor, of course—is

the change of the stone over time. However, stones are not born and

don’t die. They are transformed by the elements (wind, heat, water,

etc.), i.e., through physical processes. In this transformation, there is

no narration from a stone’s atom or molecule to another. Energy ex-

change is all there is. The same holds true for mountains, water, air,

etc. But there is the narration that the living generates of events re-

lated to how stones, water, fog, and mountains change over time. If a

machine could report on change in the world, it could as well generate

narrations. There are observation stations (on the moon, at the North

Pole, in Antarctica, on California’s fault lines) that generate records of

change made of large streams of data. And there are machines that

apparent size and then disappear off the margin of the visual field.

Similarly, if we move our head to the right, say, to track a running horse,

stationary objects will move to the left in the visual field while the horse itself

will be relatively stable in the center. Since organizing a sharp visual image

takes precious fractions of a second, the brain primes the visual system for

these movements by sending preafferent signals anticipating the visual effects

of our movement (Freeman 1999a, 1999b, 2000; cf. Gibson 1979, 206 ff., 227 ff.).”



process such data records based on instructions reflecting our under-

standing of phenomena. They generate information from the data.

Eventually, they issue warnings (based on previously acquired knowl-

edge).

What kind of narrations do machines generate?

We have already seen that narrations are time records of change.

However, change can as well be the outcome of deterministic pro-

cesses (the narration associated with gravity explains falling down)

or non-deterministic processes (the triggering of cancer cell growth).

Given their different condition, it is justified to examine whether ma-

chines can generate narrations of both types of change.

Thesis 5: Machines can narrate deterministic processes.

Enough has been written about the “9/11” narration of the terrorist

acts to make a rehash of the tragic events unnecessary. (The Japanese

kamikaze of WWII were precursors to the same narration of suicid-

al acts of destruction.) The aggregate of records of flights, real-time

video, random taping, photographs, cell phone calls, and much more

actually make up the narration. Those who plotted the criminal act

designed it for maximum impact not only in terms of destruction and

loss of human life, but also in terms of media impact. This narration

has been analyzed to a high level of detail by official commissions

and various agencies (dealing with emergency response, construction

codes, fire extinguishing, medical care, trauma handling, and so many

other related aspects). A huge effort was undertaken from the per-

spective of avoiding any future terrorist incident (small or large scale).

These are all interpretations, that is, stories in which the clock of re-

al-time events is superseded by the “story clock,” which is a collection

of clocks (some faster than the others).



The reason I bring up this example is because of another story with

one outcome as its goal: to change the narration. This is the story of

the Truthers, who hijacked the narration and keep trying to rewrite

it. (There are “truthers” for almost everything that ever happened.)

Please take note of the following: the record of an event, the descrip-

tion of an event, and an event’s interpretation can remain close or

can differ in an extreme manner. The basis for the infinite inter-

pretation is the lack of correspondence between the clock of events

and the clock of the story. Within the organism, it is not unusual

that narrations are misinterpreted. (High fever is but one example.)

However, the coherence of life makes the requirement of establishing

a connection between the record (narration) and its interpretation

necessary. Persons with six fingers (or with seven toes), or born with

missing parts exemplify what happens when the record is faulty, or

interpretations go wild. Pistorius, the “Blade Runner” was born with

congenital absence of the fibula. This is the narration. When he was

eleven months old, his legs were amputated half way between his

knees and ankles. This is the interpreted narration: the absence of the

fibula made the amputation necessary. The artificial limbs (carbon

fiber, Flexfoot, etc.) are the innovation. The meaning is not arbitrary.

The Truthers are deniers of the narration, or given to speculative

plot interpretation. For whatever reason—and there are theories (i.e.,

stories) about such reasons—they rewrite the information in order to

match the meaning they decide the event should have. Mythomani-

acs of all kind populate the world and exercise their right to be heard.

There is no innovation to be expected from such narrations; it is al-

ways fruitless (even if at times they attract funds from legitimate or

illegitimate sources) .

If misinterpretation had no practical consequences, the effort to ad-

dress the issue would be, at best, of academic relevance (or irrele-

vance). But it all leads to our focus on innovation. The fact that air-

planes, meant to transport human beings, were given the function



of rockets to hit buildings brings up the need for prevention. So far,

prevention translates into expensive (and often absurd) checking of

who will have access to a flight (and the politics associated with pre-

vention). Passengers who do not appear trustworthy (whatever that

means) are kept at bay or at least discouraged from seeking a place on

airplanes. (And everyone else is required to give up convenience, and

sometimes more, for the sake of security.) Of course, nobody wants to

have suicidal criminals on airplanes—neither for flying into buildings

nor for blowing up the plane in mid-air. So much harm is possible, in

so many forms (even plastic knives, which replaced metal ones from

the coach cabins, can be used in a criminal manner). The required in-

novation has not yet been considered (to the best of my knowledge): a

program that would not allow an airplane to become a weapon.3

At this juncture, let’s return to Schumpeter and the “creative dis-

ruption” model that, in his view, encourages the entrepreneur to be

innovative. It sounds more than cynical to consider the events of 9/11

as a creative disruption. But I would be less than candid if I were not

to see in the broad picture a narrative quite consonant with that of

capitalism. For that matter, wars are often interpreted as “engines”

of change. (And there are some people who consider that wars play

a “creative” role: just think about drones, new weaponry, new strate-

gies, new policies, etc.) So much science and technology are involved,

along with so many individuals; so much time resetting takes place.

The destruction caused by wars—and nobody should rush to justify

them—is followed by what capitalism likes most: new needs, new mar-

kets, increased consumption. The narration of war and innovation is

3 Nadin, Mihai, in an e-mail (March 20, 2003) to DARPA, stated: “If the

possible action description is represented in
a possibility/probability

database,

it becomes a realistic expectation that neural networks could model all kinds

of possible events and attract attention to conditions under which these could

take place. Moreover, we could add to the specifications of an airplane, such

as piloting program with
built-in

limitations on certain operations that would

prevent planes from flying into
vertical

structures or taking the plane to the

nearest airport if the pilot is disabled.



probably stronger than that of providing aid to people in need of food,

medicine, shelter, and clothing.

Through its condition as a record, narration is an-ethical, that is, free

of ethics. Stories are testimonials to the ethics of interpretation. They

embody values characteristic of those who tell them. Innovation, as a

change in the record that constitutes the narration, is not unlike the

story synchronized to the ethics of innovators. The nuclear battery

of 40 years ago, the Chernobyl disaster, and the tragedy of an earth-

quake and a tsunami that destroyed a large section of Japan have in

common not the technical innovation (or lack thereof), but an ethics

of compromise that overwrites respect for the human being. Antici-

pation, as a bridge between the an-ethical narration and the inevita-

ble ethical condition (or lack of it) of every innovation, is expressed in

what are called consequences of our ideas and acts (Bode 2002).

The innovation machine

For those connected to the Internet (and who is not?), the experience of

“creative destruction” and the associated disruptions” is a daily event.

As a matter of fact, everyone using digital machines, i.e., programs,

has the same experience. Updates come in
as
we watch a movie (the

benefits of online cinema), calculate our taxes, play a game. Usually, so

we are told, performance will improve and, most important, since we

are subjected to more threats, risks related to security are addressed.

Imagine what would happen if electricity distribution or water de-

livery, not to say sewage treatment, would be updated in “real time”

at the frequency at which browsers, readers, players, and cell phone

apps are updated. The former are “hard” machines: electricity is dis-

tributed within large networks involving high voltage lines, trans-

formers, circuit breakers; in regard to water and sewage, we see what

happens when pipes break or flow control mechanisms (valves) need

to be repaired. There is literally a mess. Our machines are more and



more “soft” and, presumably, intelligent. The fact that each update

involves programming (probably done in India and tested in China)

does not fully account for the innovation it represents. As a matter of

fact, there is no living supervisor who selects you, or someone else, as

the receiver of the “creative destruction”, i.e. disruption message. Pro-

grams check on programs, and everyone checks on all of us (while we

debate privacy and related issues characteristic of the past), and the

market is kept alive and active.

Updates are usually free (actually, paid for in advance when we ac-

quire the product). But the appearance is misleading. The innovation

cycle of the digital age is shorter and shorter. This is part of the una-

voidable narrative of the post-industrial age. Within this model, hu-

man-based innovation becomes too expensive. Thus, for every aspect

of innovation that can be automated, machines are conceived that,

like the matchmaking procedures, generate “matches” to the most re-

cent hacker attacks, to “phishing” expeditions, to hijacked browsers,

to all the bots supposed to take over our machines and work in the

background for the benefit of those who seek instant gratification for

their “creative” talents.

Thesis 6: An innovation machine has at least two clocks.

An innovation machine consists of a narration (subject to renewal)—

objects, processes, attributes—generated in real time (subject to the

clock Cn), and a model of itself unfolding in faster than real time(sub-

ject to the clock Cm).



Fig. 4. An innovation machine. Model of itself unfolding in faster than real time. The clocks Cn and

Cm correspond to the time of narration and to the time of the model.

Narration:

Model:Innovation:

Pistorius is born with congenital absence of the fibula—real time.

In the absence of the fibula, legs are amputated—real time.

Given the narration, the model (interpretation, i.e., story), a blade-based

replacement of legs and feet is desired (the Ossur product)—faster than the real

time of the narration.



To further explain, let’s take a look at the narration we can call the

toaster: To keep bread fresh for a longer time, exposing it to fire (heat)

proves useful. Over time, many attempts have been made to do exact-

ly that: bread slices are attached to a simple contrivance and brought

close to fire. As electricity became available, heated elements proved

more appropriate to the goal. The narration changed: to obtain the

feeling of fresh bread (warm from the oven), to obtain the taste of

crisp crust; to come up with new dishes. All these narrations are asso-

ciated with innovations. The real-time process is toasting (at various

intensities). The faster-than-real-time is the generation of new expec-

tations.



Fig. 5. From the fireplace toaster to the Porsche toaster: changed narration, changed design.



The designer’s mind, addressing new expectations, works faster than

the toaster. The toaster’s clock corresponds to the physical process:

introduce the slice of bread, adjust to the desired degree of toasting

(light, medium, dark), press down the handle. The clock of the design

process corresponds to imaging, associations, formulating alternatives,

etc. For digital products, the model of the process and the model of the

machine itself are also digital. The two clocks are related. The faster

the prediction component, the higher the possibility of generating al-

ternative ideas. Therefore, an innovation machine needs an evalua-

tion procedure.

One clock keeps track of the machine’s output—let’s say word pro-

cessing, computer graphics, database, e-mail, among other examples.

Under the aegis of this clock, performance is recorded as a narration.

Interference in the functioning—such as accidental power supply fail-

ure, hardware errors; or intentional interference from outside, intelli-

gent agents, hackers, etc.—becomes part of the narration. In order to

evaluate the output, the machine needs a projection, into the future,

of what it should actually be (desired performance). To compare the

real output to
an

ideal output implies that the second clock has to be

also the clock of the process evaluation. In all fairness, updates for se-

curity improvement reasons are not the only innovations disseminat-

ed in real life over the networks. Quite often, new algorithms are im-

plemented with the aim of optimizing processes. From various parts

of the world, better design of processes and improved performance

programs found their way to the users. Renewing objects, process-

es, and attributes in ways that are more possible in our days than in

the past accelerates the production cycle. Given the fact that propri-

etary solutions—embodied in competitive products—have to address

the broadest possible market, innovation translates the narrative of

higher profits into the creative destructions and associated disrup-

tions it brings about. The model of the niche product—a small section

of the market—is less profitable than the model of products for the



global economy. This, of course, is part of the narration of a universal

means, which the digital is.

In the past, innovation meant renewal of a specific aspect of the nar-

ration of human activity. Windshield wipers on automobiles4 are
an

example of what innovation meant in respect to the characteristics

of a product of wide public interest. The narration develops from

“window cleaning” to “intermittent wipers.” In contrast to windshield

wipers, today’s downloads on the computer in charge of a car’s func-

tioning represent a different approach: the soft aspects of the car’s

functioning are affected, this means GPS-based functions, cruise con-

trol, monitoring of emissions, etc. Each innovation, whether past or

present, juxtaposed two models: reality (of the product) and future

(how the product should be altered, modified, renewed in view of

higher performance, reliability, security, etc.). The two models were

connected through evaluation procedures. Each model had its own

clock: real-time functioning vs. desired future functioning. Each eval-

uation results in new narrations.

A logical question, that goes beyond the scope of this text, is whether

an innovation machine can innovate itself. It is rather much the same

question as whether machines can generate narrations—and the an-

swer was positive in respect to deterministic change. Furthermore,

whether a story machine is possible—and the answer was left open.

At our current level of understanding what is needed to interpret

narrations and to associate meaning with them, it is rather doubt-

ful that deterministic processes can have non-deterministic outcomes.

But science is never a limiting endeavor. There is no science in stating

the impossible and declaring No! Therefore, the understanding of an-

ticipation as a bridge between narration and innovation is rather an

4 Along the timeline: 1903 (Mary Anderson), 1911 (Gladstone Adams and

Whitley Bay), 1919 (Willliam M. Folberth), 1963 (Robert Kearns, intermittent

wipers). 1970 (Citroen, rain-sensitive intermittent wipers).



invitation to cross the bridge and to continue exploring human crea-

tivity.

PS: Reviewing this article extended to the day Steve Jobs died. I met

him in 1983-1984—doing work on the user interface for Lisa, a com-

puter well ahead of its time (as was the Xerox Star that inspired it).

David Hodge made the contract with Apple possible, Thomas Ockerse

(my colleague at the Rhode Island School of Design) joined me in the

project.

The reason for this note on my interaction with Steve Jobs is con-

nected to the subject of this article. Indeed, the so-called iconic inter-

face, which I treated from a semiotic perspective (Nadin 1988), is a

clear illustration of the ideas submitted in this text. During my first

encounter with Jobs, I argued that interface is a sign (or supersign).

Today I will argue that interface is a narration: the re-creation on the

computer screen of the office, an environment familiar to those who

would make the computer the most important component of their

activity. For this narration to be convincing, representations called

iconic, i.e., representations based on likeness (cf. Peirce on icons as rep-

resentations), were used. Moreover, I insisted on the networking ca-

pabilities of Lisa—which the subsequent Mac machines unfortunately

did not have.

Steve Jobs had his problems with my methodology (and his ways of

expressing himself were rather direct). He was impatient, theory did

not interest him, he wanted to see results. The same happened years

later (1987-1988) when he developed NeXT, a high-end workstation,

also ahead of its time (and which I was convinced would be a success). I

congratulated him on the innovation, and on accepting my suggestion

to involve the renowned designer Paul Rand in developing a language

for the product. This language could stimulate new narrations. One of

the NeXT-based narrations is the world-wide web. Tim Berners-Lee,



at CERN, used a NeXT machine to write the first browser—which is

yet another narration, superseding the office metaphor. Indeed, nar-

rations have a life of their own; they unfold, like the stories in the 1001

Arabian Nights.

I am not sure that I want to turn to writing down memories, but I did

not want to miss the occasion to pay my respects to a person dedicat-

ed to innovation. After the two famous Steves (Jobs and Wozniak),

garages are no longer just for parking cars.
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